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  by Michele Marx

What Can Window Treatments Do For You?

Without a doubt, no room is complete until the window treatments are in place.  If
the contents of your room are the main gift, then the window treatments are the
decorative bows and ribbons that tie the package together.  And like any
important gift that you give, you’ll want to make sure that your window treatments
do justice to the rest of the room.  So, what specifically can window treatments
do for you? They can:

1. Set the Mood!!!  Window treatments can create just about any mood.  They
can be brightly colored with whimsical designs to create a playful mood.  Or, they
can be sheer and lacy to convey a feeling of harmony and spirituality.

Whatever your lifestyle, window treatments can enhance it.  By the time you’re
done with this book, you’ll be able to select the right window treatments to match
your mood, personality, and decorating style.

2. Finish the Room!!!  If you don’t believe me on this one, try decorating a room
and leaving the windows bare.  Unless you have a spectacular view for the
window to frame, you’ll quickly feel how cold and empty the room seems.

3. Save Money!!!  It’s no secret that some window treatments have better
insulation qualities than others.  So, if reducing your heating and cooling bill is
one of your objectives, invest in the right window treatments.  I’ll tell you which
ones later in the book.

I’ve also included five “no sew” do-it-yourself window treatment projects that are
easy and attractive, so you can save even more money while you decorate.
Don’t worry, no sewing or decorating experience is required!

4. Provide Privacy!!!   Most people appreciate their privacy, and don’t want their
neighbors looking into their home.  On the other hand, most people DO want to
be able to look outside and appreciate the unique beauty of nature.   Adding
window treatments means that you don’t have to choose between the two!  I’ll
give you lots of great ideas to help you strike the right balance.

So, without further ado, let’s get going!  I’ll be right here with you all the way with
helpful tips and ideas.  By the time you’ve finished the book, you’ll be thoroughly
knowledegable about window treatments and be one more step closer to the
beautiful home of your dreams!

IIIIIntrontrontrontrontrodudududuductionctionctionctionction
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1.1 Welcome

This book is an easy-to-read, comprehensive guide that makes selecting window
treatments a “no-brainer” process.  I will briefly define 9 popular decorating
styles, and then I’ll show you how to choose amazing window treatments for 
each style.  You will then apply my advice to your own home, and you’ll
be surprised at how easy it can be!

Here are the decorating styles that we’ll cover:

This book will help you discover the decorating style(s) that apply to your home,
and then show you have to choose and fashion window treatments that match
your decorating style, as well as your personality and mood.

1.2 How This Book Works

This book provides a basic overview of  window treatments, as well as a planning
guide to help you decide what style of treatment fits your home and your life.  My
goals are to teach you:

• How window treatments will enrich your life

• How to define your style

• Traditional

• Formal Contemporary

• Casual Contemporary

• Rustic

• American Country

• European Country

• Traditional Romantic

• Casual Romantic

• Spiritual

Windows Treatments Made Simple
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After finishing this book, you will be happily confident in your ability to identify
and select the perfect window treatments for your home.

1.3 What Can Window Treatments Do for You?

In the Introduction, I mention a few of the many varied uses of window
treatments.  Though window treatments may seem unnecessary, they actually
can increase your comfort level, rejuvenate your body, and really make a room’s
décor totally succeed in a way that inspires you.   Adding window treatments can
totally transform a room - you can change your bedroom into a boudoir and your
kitchen into a little French café.

This e-book is an easy guide for beginners that includes tips and reference
material that you can continue to use as your level of creativity and expertise
expands.  I want to entice you to learn from DOING and not just reading!

The simple, inexpensive projects that I include are designed to help you express
your creativity, communicate your style, and know how to articulate the “look” that
you want in a room.  Whether you make your own treatments or hire a designer,
these basics will ensure your success.

• The basics and fundamentals of window treatments

• Insights to Fabrics and colors for window dressing

• Which fabrics reflect your style

• Which windows fit which décor styles

• How to understand your room and know which styles work

• How to match window treatments to your decorating style

• Definitions of nine specific decorating styles

• Inspiring ideas to make a home out of your house

• How to use tie-backs and embellishments

• How to select hardware

• How to measure windows for window treatments

• Fabulous “No Sew” Projects

Window Treatments Made Simple
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1.4 How Window Treatments Enrich Your Life!

Window treatments can change the appearance of a room dramatically.
Dressing a window is an easy home investment that will add value to your house
and comfort to your life.

The fact that there are so many different treatments available is very
exciting...but it also can be a bit overwhelming to home decorators like yourself.
With so much to choose from, how do you decide and move forward with
choosing and installing treatments?  The first step is to ask yourself important
questions about your home and lifestyle.  For example:

Do you need privacy, and, if so, how much?

Are the windows old and drafty?

What exposure does the window have - north, south, east or west?

Do you need to control the light?

Do you open the windows often?

Is there a view to maintain?

Is there a window in a room with an unattractive view?

Do you need to add warmth to a large room with many windows?

Do you have children or pets to consider?

The answers to these questions will indicate the function of the window.  Think
of this function as the roadmap that will determine the direction you take as you
plan the type, style, and design of each window treatment in your home.

For instance, blinds, shutters, or shades provide light control, limited temperature
control, and privacy.  However, treatments in this category might need accents to
blend into a room’s particular style.

Each treatment has it’s own strengths and weaknesses.  For example, curtains
and drapes can offer complete privacy and warmth.  But if you use curtains or
drapes for light control, privacy and climate control may be compromised.
Valances, cornices, swags, and scarves can beautifully accent a window, but can
provide only moderate privacy or light control.

Dressing a room’s windows can be an inexpensive way to add function to a
window while adding style and beauty to your day-to-day environment.  When
windows are bare, trust me...you feel it.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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You could live in a brand new home, with freshly-painted walls and brand new
carpet and furniture, but the room will still feel unfinished until window treatments
are added.

Bare windows usually come across as cold and uninviting (the exception, of
course, is when there is a spectacular view out the window).  It is definitely worth
a minimal investment of time and money to truly finish the room with window
treatments.   As a result, your new beautiful environment will promote relaxation,
comfort, and joy for you and your family.

Window treatments are a great tool for rental homes and apartments, where the
owner wants the walls to remain starkly white, lest you lose your valuable
security deposit.  How can you deal with this situation?  It’s easy!

Simply create fun, attractive window treatments that reflect your personality.
Since the treatments are temporary, you can take them -- and your security
deposit -- with you when you move.

If you have a room with white walls and you’re hesitant to paint them, window
treatments are a perfect way to add color and warmth to the room.  Adding
treatments with rich textures and/or bold colors, those bare white walls will start
to take on an entirely different look.

The above scenarios give you just a taste of how window treatments can improve
your quality of life.  The key to having window treatments that suit your home is
knowledge.

That’s right -- simply knowing all the wonderful options that are available
guarantees that you will never settle for a window covering just because it was
“quick and easy”.  That means no more bedroom sheets sloppily hung on your
windows...unless  you are following one of my easy, no-sew projects, which
shows you how to pair sheets with other soft and hard coverings for a dynamic
look that you can achieve in minutes.

The important thing to remember is that for every expensive look, there is an
inexpensive way to replicate it.  This book will show you how!

So...now that I’ve gotten you psyched up to create beautiful windows, your head
is probably buzzing with questions like...

Where do I start?

How do I know which window treatments are best for my windows?

What are my options?

What kind of budget will I need to plan?

Window Treatments Made Simple
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As you go through this book, you will be considering all these questions.  At the
end of the book, you will have no trouble formulating a plan for selecting suitable
designs.

At first, the process of adding new window treatments might seem a little
overwhelming.  That’s why I really want you to have some FUN while you work
through this book!   Dream big!  Imagine the possibilities!  And when your new
treatments are happily hung on your windows, you can stand back and say, “I did
this myself!”

Today, there is an almost endless sea of color, fabric, design, and hardware
choices. With new styles and fabrics being developed all the time, there is no
doubt you will find exactly what you need to change your room.

The wonderful thing about window treatments is there are so many ways to go
about selecting them.   You could start with a base set of purchased panels or
curtains, and then build a look using toppers, hard treatments, accessories, and
fabrics.

You can hire a professional Interior Decorator to work with you, or you can
choose from many different no and easy-sew projects to complete yourself.
One way is not better than the other - they each will allow you to express yourself
in your home’s decor.

If you are not in the position to buy all new treatments for your home, you still
have options. You can add window treatments one room at a time...the effect will
still make a big difference in your life!  You also can use inexpensive no-sew
ideas with fabric you have already.  Furthermore, you can enhance existing
window treatments with minimal cost, giving a totally new appearance to the
treatments. Check out the Fabulous “No Sew” Window Treatment Projects
section for some great ideas.

In order to avoid frustration and extra expense, it’s important to plan a window
treatment project first, before diving in.

Begin by asking these questions:

• Are all the windows in your house the same size and style?

• Are the windows in proportion with the room and furniture?

• Will the window treatment be used to alter the room’s or
window’s appearance?

• If so, will that alteration be used to emphasize the window, or
make it a backdrop for the room?

Window Treatments Made Simple
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Consider these and all the previous functional questions
and use the answers to begin formulating your plan.

As you peruse the next section, keep in mind that a
well-designed window treatment unifies a room.  An
effective window treatment complements both the room
in its entirety, as well as the window, itself.

1.5 What Is Your Decorating Style?

In this section, we’ll discuss nine decorating styles in
order to familiarize you with the distinctions of each
style. This section will help you identify the style of
the furniture and accessories currently in your home...
which will assist you in selecting window treatments
that harmonize with your existing look.

TRADITIONAL

Traditional style is derived from the 18th century lifestyle.
Many different eras fall into this category, such as Louis
XV, Louis XVI, Colonial, Georgian, and Neoclassical.
Don’t worry, you’re not taking a history class...to keep
it simple, here are a few key features that
distinguish Traditional décor:

• Form and shape – Window dressings and /or
hardware have ornate decorations.  Pleats, folds
and embellishments are used with fabric treatments,
and intricate designs and shapes are used for
hardware.

• Color schemes rely heavily on neutrals, with very
minimal use of bright or saturated colors.

• Antique or reproduction fabrics are very effective in
Traditional style.

• Traditional designs are symmetrical.

These traditional drapes
with offsetting tiebacks
give plenty of light.

• What colors, patterns or textures are in the room now? Will
they need to be changed?

• Do you know what decorating style best suits your home
and personality?

Window Treatments Made Simple
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FORMAL CONTEMPORARY

The Formal Contemporary style is
sophisticated, modern, formal,
and elegant. The key elements of
this style include:

• Bold and/or contrasting colors
are used freely, such as gold,
deep jewel tones, or black and
white

• Blinds and shutters provide a sleek
look by adding sharp clean lines
and angles (right).

• Abstract art and accessories
are used to make a visual
“statement” and add drama.

• Furniture is angular, such as
glass tables and square leather
sectionals.

CASUAL CONTEMPORARY

Like Formal Contemporary style, Casual Contemporary makes use of modern
furnishings, patterns, and colors.  However, while the goal of Formal
Contemporary style is to create drama and stylish elegance, Casual
Contemporary’s aim is to create a cozy, comfortable, relaxing atmosphere.

The Casual Contemporary style places comfortable, rounded furniture pieces
(sofas, easy chairs, round coffee tables) in simple and inviting color schemes.
Fabrics used in Casual Contemporary style are informal and relaxed, such as
large floral prints and plaids.

Windows Treatments Made Simple
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Here are some “trademarks” of
Casual Contemporary style:

 • This style utilizes basic
neutral colors (beige, tan,
cream, white, brown) punctuated
with vibrant colors for a cheery
look.

• Blinds or roman shades, in
colors and geometric patterns,
will add a casual touch to a
contemporary room.

• The style uses overstuffed
rounded sectionals and round
tables for designing a more
relaxing space.

• The rounded, curved look
of furniture is carried over into
soft window treatments, such as
swags and cascading window toppers.

• A Casual Contemporary look lends itself well to mixing with Rustic style,
discussed below.

RUSTIC

Rustic style takes its inspiration from the mountains, the desert, and the earth.
Rustic style strives to “bring the outside in”, allowing nature to take a prominent
place in the look of a room.

Unfinished rough wood furniture, weathered artifacts, and ethnic collectibles
create an earthy, inspirational atmosphere in a Rustic home. To successfully
capture this look, keep the following elements in mind:

• Furniture made of unfinished wood creates a grounded, natural backdrop for
accents in a room.

• Use dark woods with rough edges if you have large or multiple windows in a
room, in order to create a contrast between the wood and the light outdoors.

• Shop at craft fairs and flea markets for hand-crafted or weathered decor
accents.  Many such items can actually be used as hardware for window
treatments, such as old and bent silverware, tarnished jewelry, and woven rope.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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 • Use plants, stone tiles, flagstone and granite to bring in the outdoors.

 • For the Rustic look of “Santa Fe”, use muted pastels and add accents
in bolder colors.

• For a “Taos”  feel, use warmer earth tone accents, such as orange and rust.
Also, use varying degrees of browns and silvers that complement one another.

Wooden blinds add simple lines in this
           earthy dining room...

 • The “North Woods” and “Adirondacks” styles are Rustic looks created from
palettes of “cold” colors.  These include forest green, midnight blue, and indigo.

• Hardware choices include old wood, wrought iron, rusted metal, and weathered
leather.

• The key to creating a Rustic look is to make most elements of the room
appear to be made from natural materials.

....as well as  in this rustic kitchen.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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AMERICAN COUNTRY

American Country takes its cues from the late 18th or 19th century farmhouse.
The trademark feature of American County is a warm, cute coziness accentuated
by a multitude of American accessories. To achieve this Country style, look for
these key elements:

• Use mismatched antiques that have an American origin, i.e., Shaker, Amish or
Adirondack furniture.

• Use plenty of hand painted furniture and accessories, such as trays, dishes, or
even windowpanes.

 • The display of antique
bric-a-brack and souvenirs
helps to create homey
American ambiance.

• Any accent or treatment in
a quilted or embroidered
material adds warmth that is
consistent to the style.

• Gardening was important
to the very survival of the
American farmer.  Make use
of garden motifs in patterns
and painted furniture items.

• Farm animals are another
popular American Country
motif. Try it in a wallpaper
border or treatment fabric.

• Popular colors in this style
include bright and bold
shades like the traditional
red, white, and blue. Country
colors can also include
cheery pastels and soft
shades, such as sage green,
punchy peach, pink, and
yellow.

The red, white, and blue color scheme, frilly cotton
 curtrains, Amish-made furniture, and farm-themed
knick-knacks work together to create the perfect
American Country atmosphere in this dining room.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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EUROPEAN COUNTRY

European Country is actually made up of two distinct categories – English
Country and French Country.  To decide if this style is for you, review these
attributes:

• Colors are bright and bold, taking cues from the tones of precious jewels.

• Use antique or reproduction furniture in several mixed woods.  Cherry, Oak,
and Mahogany are the most popular.

• French style is “daintier” than English.  Smaller florals and hints of gold and
silver add a more feminine touch.

• European Country, like American Country,l makes use of wood, tall windows,
and animal motifs.  However, the European Country look is much more refined
and formal than American Country.

The use of a purple tier valance, combined with lace panels over blinds, gives this
window treatment the French Provincial look.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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TRADITIONAL ROMANTIC

Traditional Romantic is the style of the Victorian era, which some say was the
beginning of romance. This period was one in which women filled their time
putting great care into the decor of their homes. The boom of technology at the
time provided an abundance of decorating options, and women loved to show
the latest styles to the greatest degree.  Because of this, Traditional Romantic
is very ornate, lavish, and flamboyant.  To reproduce this style, try
these tips:

• Use elaborate ornate
hardware, accessories
and embellishments.

• Add lace and lush
fabrics to create the look
of grandeur and
romantic flamboyance.

• Use rich, deep, and
majestic colors such
as bright red, pinks,
purples, greens and
gilded gold.

• Furniture is made from dark woods, i.e., mahogany and oak.

• Use heavier fabrics, such as tapestry or velvet, to convey opulence.

CASUAL ROMANTIC

Casual Romantic is a style that invokes a dreamy, relaxed, and cozy
environment.  This style has become immensely popular with the surge in
“Cottage” and “Shabby Chic” styles.  Casual Romantic style embraces the
feminine with a touch of sophistication. When decorating in this style, keep in
mind the following:

• Use soft, flowing fabrics and rounded furniture.

• Incorporate lightweight billowing fabric that drapes and flows.

 • Colors are soft and fresh.  Pastels work well in this style.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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• Make furniture pieces unique with hand painted stencilling, fabric appliqués,
or decoupage techniques.

• Avoid fussy, over-done accessories, and aim for a clean, simple look.

SPIRITUAL

Spiritual style is a bit eclectic, a bit romantic, and a bit contemporary.   The aim is
to create a serene, calming, minimalist look for a peaceful atmosphere.  As far as
windows go, stained glass windows can be used to invoke a feeling of peace and
serenity (below). Here are a few more hints for Spiritual style:

• Use intense tones of the jewel colors for window treatments against bare white
walls and furnishings made from natural materials.

• Incorporate live plants, fountains, and natural stone to bring the elements into a
room.

Finally, there is one other style that is a
combination of two or more of the above styles,
called Eclectic style. Truth be told, this is the
general style of most homes.

Since most homes really are Eclectic, this means
you can blend styles to expand your window
treatment options.

Imagine the sunlight dancing
off of the dolphins and creating colorful

magic inside your home.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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2.0 Planting the See2.0 Planting the See2.0 Planting the See2.0 Planting the See2.0 Planting the Seeds fds fds fds fds for Suor Suor Suor Suor Succesccesccesccesccessssss

2.1 Window Treatment Overview

If you understand what a window dressing can do, you will be able to choose
materials, colors, hardware, and styles to suit your home and lifestyle.

Some people prefer the contemporary look and presentation of using blinds,
shades, and shutters.  Others prefer the more traditional look and elegant feel of
fabric treatments.

The shorter length of this window treatment means that these are curtains, not
drapes. The tiebacks are made from the same material as the tier valance,

which creates unity and interest to the overall look.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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No matter what your window treatment preference, you will surely be delighted
by all the possibilities you are about to discover.

To start, let’s go over the basic window treatment categories in home decorating.
Soft treatments include curtains, drapes, valances, and the like.  Hard
treatments include blinds, shutters, and shades.

Additionally, there are a whole host of custom treatments such as frosted and
stained glass, either faux or authentic. Your choices truly are endless.  Let’s
discuss these options, beginning with fabric window treatments.

2.1.1 Fabric Window Treatments

Curtains are generally used in smaller windows, sometimes with tiebacks, and
are targeted toward a more casual or traditional look.  More often than not,
curtains are the length of the window (or just below the window sill) and are
considered to be short drapes.

Curtains can be used in any room, although they are most popular in kitchens,
nurseries, and bathrooms. Keep in mind that while “curtain” and “drape” are
words often used interchangeably, they actually enhance a room quite differently
because of the difference in their lengths.

Drapes are floor-length and create a more formal appearance. They may be
used on double or single windows.  A  formal drape is usually rich in color and
texture. You can also use sheer drapes combined with a valance to achieve a
formal look.

Drapes are floor-length... while curtains just hit the window sill.

Window Treatments Made Simple
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Toppers – These include valances, balloons, swags, scarves, shams, jabots,
and a whole lot more!  Typically, these treatments are used as accents for other
treatments.  But they also can be used alone for decoration when no other
function is required.

A topper is any type of cloth treatment that is affixed the top of the window, which
is where it gets its name.

Toppers can change a room’s whole appearance. The two toppers below depict a
Country Style – one would be considered European Country style and the other
is American Country style.  Can you tell the difference?

This pointed valance is made of a
heavy duck material imprinted with an
English countryside design, called
toile. Used in conjunction with a
matching wall border and cherry wood
finials, a classic European Country style
is conveyed

The valance displayed here would
look great in an American Country
kitchen or breakfast nook.
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 2.1.2 Hard Window Treatments

Cornice – A window treatment that is generally a horizontal box-like structure
that is fastened across the top of a window to conceal drapery hardware, such as
a pulley system. This piece is usually made of wood, and may be decorated with
cloth or stencils, or sometimes a combination of both.  It also can be stained or
painted with a natural color to enhance the window with a natural look.

This unique picture window is topped with a wooden cornice that has been
padded with batting and covered with a cotton pattern fabric.  The cornice
is trimmed with an attractive tassel embellishment (see below), which adds

a touch of elegance to this Casual Contemporary room.

 According to the homeowner, the tassel
embellishment was the most expensive part
of this treatment.  The entire project took two
weekends, which included the construction of
the cornice pieces for three windows.

Windows Treatments Made Simple
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Blinds – This window treatment is very functional
and provides a look for windows. In this
example (right), the inexpensive faux wooden
blinds allow light to flow through the room.  Blinds
are made of different types of materials. Check
out the styles outlined in the Selecting the Right
Hard Window Treatment section of this book.
Blinds are great in a contemporary setting, and
wooden shades work great with Rustic style.

Shutters – Shutters are a great way to create
privacy. Shutters may create a cottage effect to a
window when combined with lots plants...
remember that a window treatment is a
combination of the window and the accessories
that surround it!  Shutters in an American or
European Country kitchen will help enhance the
style and work especially well with café curtains.

Shades -  Shades are a great way to keep the
light out and an added bonus is that they are
easy to clean. They use either a pulley system
to retract or open the shade, or they may use a
roll mechanism.   While some shades might
look too “utilitarian” in some decorating styles,
many shade styles offer clean, natural lines
that are not only pleasant to look at, but
also efficient and climate-friendly.

Faux wood blinds
combined with a

scarf valance.

Wood Shutters
offset this

kitchen table for
country flair.

Above,  horizontal shades are used to cover
two windows on a staircase that allow just a

little too much light. The shades create
a clean, crisp look.
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 2.2 The Nitty Gritty of Fabric Treatments

Remember that  designing window treatments means combining all the elements
we just discussed to customize a look that is perfect for your room.  Fabric
treatments (i.e. curtains/drapes) and hard treatments (i.e.: blinds, shutters, or
shades) can be combined together, along with toppers and other accessories.

Window dressings may be made inexpensively, quickly, and may be changed
often. There is no reason not to get imaginative, be creative, and try stripes with
those shutters, or circles on those squares!  Most importantly, be creative and do
not be afraid to attempt a new style.

Have fun with finding and using the myriad of creative window treatments options
available. When we get into the “no- and easy-sew” section, you will start to
understand that you can be as creative as you like simply by using the “standard”
treatment styles as a base on which to build. Then, by adding accessories,
stencils, etchings, stained glass or even paint, customize and finalizes your
window treatment and thereby your room.

Before you begin choosing or combining dressing options, let’s discuss the
various types of fabric window treatments. Before long, you’ll be a window
treatment pro. Here are some of the more common types:

Café Curtains are short panels that
are half the length of the window and
hang on a suspension or café rod.

These panels are hung across the
lower portion of a window, leaving
the top portion open for light.

Traditionally, there is a single panel
per window section.  However, today
a more contemporary use includes
a set of several panels per window
section.

This style is often found in kitchens
that invoke a country motif or in
nurseries.  They allow the perfect
amount of light into a room.

While the curtains shown here are frilly and lacy (above), cafe curtains in a
neutral pattern are a great choice for a masculine bedroom, as they “finish” a
window without looking too fussy or feminine.

Café curtains
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Café curtains create a homey feel, making the room an inviting place. Café
curtains may be used to create a country theme, a rustic theme, and a romantic
theme. The recommended fabrics for these curtains range from light sheers or
lace to a traditional gingham or cotton.

You can get as creative as you like and use any fabric, as long as it provides a
soft look and feel.  Some café curtains are made from fabric specific to a room’s
theme, such as chili peppers or strawberries in a kitchen.

Normally, café curtains are hung on café rods and extendable rods, which are
spring-loaded rods that simply slide into the interior of your window.  Although
this type of rod does not offer the variety of aesthetic options available in other
rods, they are popular because they can be installed so quickly and easily.

Priscilla Curtains are cotton or lace curtain
panels with ruffle borders.  Also called a Cape
Cod, this style is characterized by the double
rod required to hang them.

This style is great for the Traditional or Casual
Romantic looks, or any time you want to add
a real feminine touch.

They look wonderful in a country kitchen
setting, or in a casual girlish bedroom .

Priscilla curtains

Double-Hung Draperies features overlapping
under-panels, which are used to present a
traditional or formal look. These drapes
usually have sheer stationary back panels,
hung on the back of the double rod, for privacy. Heavier side panels that open
and close on a separate rod will hang in the front and may be used to control the
amount of  lighting in the room.  Drapes of this nature can be used for protection
against cold weather, if lined correctly.
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Tiers are curtains that run across the
middle of the window, with short panels
and, usually, a valance. Notice that the
valance shown on the left  is one piece
of shaped fabric, unlike the tier curtains
on the next which, which contains two
two separate panels of fabric.

Tier curtains



Victorian Drapes are a formal drape with
a turn-of-the-century design or fabric, often
in brocades and the heavier fibers.
The Victorian era was a time when
manners were everything, so, naturally,
it would not do to have a drape without
a valance.  Victorian drapes are usually
lined with an insulating material, and
this style does well in the colder regions.

Jabots  are also called cascades and
tails. This type of window treatment provides
a frame for swag treatments.  They are
most  often used on wide windows and
positioned in between several swags.
Jabots can complete a Traditional or
Romantic style room.  They also are
perfect accents to frame a window with
shutters or blinds, which works well in
Casual Contemporary or Formal
Contemporary rooms.

Sheers are a lightweight, see-through
fabric that is most commonly used as panels
under drapes.  Sheers can also be stand-
alone light curtains that convey a more
casual or country feel.  Sitting rooms that
need a relaxing feel do well with a pastel
colored sheer that hangs just below the
window.

Tier Curtains

Sheer curtains paired with a crimped
cornice creates a very romantic effect.
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Swag – A swag is a continuous length of fabric, draped with a single or double
cascade.  It may also have short  or long tails (Jabots) running down either side
of the window.  Swags may be used in place of panels for romantic charm, or
combined with panels for a more classic, formal look.

A swag cascade with jabots. Notice the folds on the tails; this is what makes a jabot.  The
drape of cloth along the top is called the cascade, and the length of material makes it

considered a swag.

Valance – A valance is defined as any type
of window treatment  placed horizontally
at the top of draperies to screen hardware
and cords.  Sometimes, valances are used
on their own, as well.  Valances come in many
different sizes, shapes, and styles and can
drastically change the look and feel of a
window. You can review different valance
styles in the Encore, Encore: More Ideas for
Curtains and Draperies section of this
e-book.

You can have beautiful curtains and draperies that are not outrageously priced or
hard to make. What are some of your options?  There are many projects you can
do, even if you cannot sew a stitch!  Several examples may be found in the
Fabulous “No Sew” Window Treatment Projects section of f this e-book.

This  cotton fabric valance is
used in conjunction with white
drapes and blinds. Notice how

the pillow and the throw blanket
pick up the tones used in the

valance material.

Most fabric treatments are variations of the
types we have discussed thus far.  If
if you are not in the position to hire a
professional designer or decorator, don’t
despair!  Most styles and variations can be
replicated, and when you create your own
amazing masterpiece, you will experience
a sense of pride and accomplishment.
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The great thing about window treatments is that they can be made out of every
imaginable fabric.  There is no limit whatsoever!  There are treatments using
dishtowels, burlap, sheets, ribbon, and lace.  There are treatments using strung
beads, faux etching, and faux stained glass.

There are even low cost blinds that may be cut with scissors to custom shapes
and sizes. With a little imagination and time, you can create the look, function,
and feel that is perfect for every room in your house.

The feeling of accomplishment you gain after completing your first treatment will
provide the motivation to complete the room, and then move on to dressing all
the windows in your home.  New styles of curtains and drapes are being
designed all the time, which brings more and more options to the table.

For example, the tab-top curtain gave way to new modifications like the
decorative button-top and the hip string-top version.

Tab tops with gingham trim - notice that the button embellishments echo the gingham strip
of material that borders the drape. The look is maintained with matching wall paper.
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String tops may be used on any type
of rod and have the flexibility to work
well in almost any decorating style.



String tops are remarkably flexible, and can easily make the transition from
casual to elegant.  Take a look at the variety evident in these examples:

String top floral drapes are trimmed with a maroon border,
giving a crisp country feel.
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velvet drape on a unique bathroom
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This Casual Contemporary bedroom uses a
padded covered cornice with matching pillows

to bring out the color of this room.

Remember that windows should enhance the room, not steal attention away from
it. Unless you want an exterior view to be the focal point of a room, your windows
should serve as a backdrop for the “main event” - your room.

Remember to give some thought to function when you determine your
treatments.  After all, window treatments are more than just decoration - they can
really help make your daily life more comfortable.

For example, if you are someone that works at night and sleeps during the day,
you will need a window treatment to help keep the light out.  In this case, a shade
that keeps all light out would be ideal.

On the other hand, if your home office gets little sunlight, you will want a
treatment that allows plenty of light to stream into the room.

Different treatments control the light in different ways.  For some ideas, take a
look at the four photos below:

Blinds, drapes, and valance combinations modify the amount of light that comes into a
room.
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You also want to consider your climate.  If you live in a cold climate, drapes
should be lined with insulated material that helps keep a room warm during those
cold winter months.  The more traditional and formal curtain styles are almost
always lined.

The point is that window treatments are
designed to ehance an individual window,
a room, your home, and your lifestyle.

Just keep all four of these aspects in mind while
planning your project.  It will ensure a result that
adds value to your home and increased joy and
ease in your life.

Not only do you want your house to look great,
but you also want it to work for you. With all the
window treatment options available
today, you don’t have to choose between
function and style.  You can have them both!

Although not all the window treatments shown
in this book are easy to make yourself, you
should get lots of good ideas on how you can
take charge of designing your window treatments.

If you see a treatment in this book that you really
love, that gives you a starting point.  You may be
able to find many similar treatments
ready-made.  You may come up with your own
ideas of how to creatively replicate the look.
If you hire a designer, you’ll be able to talk with
him or her to customize the project according
to your budget.

As we move through the window treatments options, use the question and
answer charts provided throughout the book to help you determine your window
treatment needs.  For your convenience, these charts are consolidated in the
Appendices.
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3.1 Fabulous Fabrics: A Buffet of Colors

Unfortunately, the rich and elegant fabrics used in 18th or 19th century Europe
no longer exist.  However, many contemporary fabrics can duplicate the luxurious
textures of the time.

Originally, window treatments made with fabric were a symbol of wealth in
Colonial  American homes.  Once water and steam were made available in
factories between 1840 and 1870, the textile industry exploded, so many more
options were available.

Today, you can find just about anything you could possibly want in a fabric.  The
new fabrics that have been created can be used individually or with other fabrics
to make an impressive window treatment.

Some fabrics or weaves are actually copyright protected or trademarked, and are
considered to be works of art.

If you are interested in the history of fibers and cloth weaving, check out the Web
site, www.fabriclink.com.  Here you will find information covering the differences
between natural fabric weaves (such as cotton, linen, wool, silk, linen, mohair,
cashmere, hemp, ramie, and camel) and manufactured fabric (such as acrylic,
acetate, polyester, micro fibers, nylon, rayon, and spandex.)
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You’ll also learn the history of how and why fiber blending came about. This site
is truly an education of fibers.

Common materials used for window treatments include broadcloth,
duck cloth and linens, along with brocades, madras and gingham
materials.  In Appendix B,  you’ll find descriptions of the most
commonly used cloths for window treatments.

The choices are limitless...you just need to decide which material you prefer.
Some people are texture oriented, and others are color oriented. The trick is to
find a material that will give you some creative pleasure, while holding up to the
wear and tear of being part of a window treatment.

Doing research on the Web is good way to decide what you want before actually
leaving the house.  You can even buy fabric for your window treatments online!  I
recommend www.decoratetoday.com for their wide variety of styles.

Check your local fabric, drapery, and discount store before you purchase fabrics,
so you can compare prices and see all the options.   Joann Fabrics – a large
local chain of discount fabric stores - has a great selection and their staff is very
willing to answer any questions you have.  You can check out some of their
selection at www.joann.com.

Burlap comes in
multiple colors and is a
very versatile material

for curtains and
drapes.

Gingham material is cotton
fabric with checks on a white
background pattern. Gingham

became very popular in the
late 1800’s.
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You can use color to manifest warmth and add life to your room.  Look at fabrics
with accents in deep yellows, reds and pinks.  On the other hand, to set a calm
and tranquil mood, try neutral colors such as gray, beige, and white.  Be sure to
add an accent of color with the neutrals, so that the treatment doesn’t get
completely lost in the room.

Use color to literally cool a room by selecting blues, light greens, and light violets.
Create a relaxing but invigorating atmosphere with sky blue, turquoise, and
emerald or sea green.  There is an actual psychology to color...and different
colors bring about different moods and feelings.  Use this to your advantage
when choosing the best fabrics for the room.

 3.1.1 Fabrics and Patterns: Options for Your Decorating Style

With all the fabric choices, how do you know which materials will work for which
decorating styles?  Review this next chapter for your answers.  In addition, at the
end of this e-book, I’ve included a Glossary of Common Fabrics for you to use as
an easy reference.

Patterns – Any pattern will work
well with contemporary and
European styles.  Use patterns
for swags only to create an
optical illusion of space.
Geometric designs are
perfect for a Casual Contemporary
or Formal Contemporary room,
and are also good for adding
a masculine touch.

Fabrics - Use heavy weight fabrics for a Traditional feel, lightweights to medium
weight cloth for Casual or European style, natural fiber materials for Country or
Rustic, and sheers for Romantic and Traditional.

To soften a look, try using challis or broadcloth.  For specific definitions of
different materials, refer to the Glossary of Common Fabrics in Appendix B

Prints– Floral prints can be used to add fullness and are perfect for a gathered
or swag design.  Keep in mind that floral prints do not work well when the fabric
lies flat or as a roman shade.

Small-scale prints may be used for any type of treatment.   Animal and fruit prints
are excellent choices for a country kitchen look.

Read on, and you’ll find some very helpful tips and ideas to give you the
confidence you need to make great choices!
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 3.2 Style Chart

Use the following chart to help you generate some ideas about which fabric
might be right for your decorating style.

STYLE PATTERN TYPE OF MATERIAL COLORS

American Checks, plaids, Cotton, muslin, Red, white,
Country fruit prints gingham, burlap, duck blues, browns,

greens

European Roosters small    Toile, gauze, lace, French-Blue, tans,
Country floral prints, chintz tapestry, damask greens, and golds

Casual Check, lines, slats, Calendar, broadcloth, Bold and bright
Contemp. circles, stripes, cotton, duck colors, neutrals

geometrics

Formal Sheers in colors or Gauzes, simple weaves, Solids, black and
Contemp. solid colored lined dotted swiss laun white, forest green,

panels with blinds gold

Rustic Plants, wildlife, Chambray, cotton, Ash, brown, green,
natural wood, denim, canvas mahogany, rust
southwest pattern

Traditional Floral, solids Silk damask, velvet, A darker shade than
chintz, linen the walls

Casual Solids, stripes, Lace, cotton, silk, Pastels combined
Romantic florals, hearts feminine embellishments with deep reds,

Traditional Solids Lace, silk, cotton, velvet, All white or
Romantic satin deep jewel tones

Spiritual Solids or subtle Gauze, silk, lace, satin, Whites and light
florals velvet neutrals, violets
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4.1 Types of Windows: The Naked Truth

The way in which you dress your window will largely depend on the style of
window you are working with.  Putting the wrong treatment on the wrong window
is like trying to fit a child’s size four onto a grown man.  If you are not sure what
type of window you have, here’s a handy reference for you:

Casement or Rollout windows

Casement windows are hinged at the sides and
open outward.  They can be pushed open or cranked
open with a handle.  Screens are placed on the
inside of the window.

Virtually the entire casement  window area can
be opened.  Because the window sticks out from
the house, it can block breezes blowing from the
side.  Try toppers and shades with this window style, or short tier panels.

Rollout windows can be described as half of a casement window.  They are
hinged from one side only and are often found in bathrooms. They usually have a
handle that turns to open the window.

Casement window

Awning or Hopper windows

Think of a rollout window mounted
sideways, and you have an awning window.

Awning windows are hinged at the top and
open outward, with screens on the interior.
When open, the glass protects the opening
like an awning would from rain.   A pull shade
and window scarf are great for this type of
window.

 Awning or Hopper

Hopper windows are the same design, only hinged at the bottom instead of the
top.  They open inward and have screens on the outside.  Awning or hopper
windows are often found in basements.   A  single topper gives a subtle accent
and is perfect for basement makeovers.  When placed above doors, hopper
windows are called transoms.
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Louvered windows (Jalousie windows)

Louvered windows have several strips
of glass that are tilted open to allow
ventilation. The glass is maneuvered
with a rollout type handle or a lever.
Hourglass or a stationary treatment
works best with this style window.
Because air can leak between the
movable pieces of glass, even when
they are closed, louvered windows tend
to be energy inefficient.  For that reason they usually are found in mild climates.
They can also present a security problem, because it is easy to break one glass
strip and then remove the rest, one piece at a time, to gain entry through the
window.

Louvered or
Jalousie window

Bay (Oriel)
The bay window is a classic and adds a touch of
elegance to even the most simplistic home.  The
trim of a bay window can vary, along with the
grid/pattern. The bay window can be designed in
either a double-hung or casement style.  This style
consists of three or more windows set at an angle
from one another in a recessed area.  This style
actually provides great energy efficiency while
opening up the entire room.

Bay Window

Bow Window

There is nothing more beautiful than a bow window.  Like the bay window, this
style is elegant and offers timeless charm and sophistication. Often times you will
find etched or stained glass incorporated in the design as an added touch of
creativity.  A bow window is a window that curves around, sometimes called a
circular bay window.

Double-Hung

By far the most popular and common window found,
a double-hung is a one-piece window that  adds a
genuine softness to your home’s appearance.  This
style of window can be purchased in a variety of glass
options and both interior and exterior trim detail/color.Double hung
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Garden Window

This type of window is often connected to a kitchen as
an accent window for plants. However, garden windows
can be used in any room of the house.

Ranch or strip window

Ranch or Strip Window

This window will most often be found high up
off of the floor and is commonly used in ranch
style homes.

Single Hung Window

A simple up and down sliding window where the bottom sash portion is
operational but the top sash is fixed in place.

Sliding Window

A sliding window slides horizontally, which offers
ease and a wonderful large glass area for viewing.
The sliding window can be purchased in either
single or multiple panels.

Sliding Patio Door

This style of window affords many great window treatment options.  Remember
to keep functionality as a part of the criteria when selecting your window
treatment.

Palladian Window

This window has an arched or “Sunburst” top window with
straight panes below the arch. A great window for houses
with Cathedral Ceilings,  this window allows for lots of
sun to shine through.

Sliding window

Palladian window
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Picture Window

This window is designed to create a frame of
the outside view. It consists of one or two large
fixed pane of glass, which cannot be opened.
It sometimes is flanked with two side panels
that may be opened.

In the process of planning window treatments,
the light, the function and the type of window in
a room always impacts decisions. So, as you
verify each window type, decide what level of
natural lighting is needed and what will be the
window’s purpose.  We have given you a chart to help you, which is found in the
next chapter under section Room Planning Chart and within Appendix D –
Window Planning Chart.

4.2 Quick Window Treatment Ideas for Each Window Style

This list will give you a few fast ideas for the window treatment styles that should
work well with the various types of windows discussed in the previous section.

• Casement or Rollout Windows – Swags, panels, priscillas, and
sometimes, even blinds, work well for this style.

• Awning or hopper Windows – Shades, blinds, valances and scarves
will all work for this style; however, remember to take into
consideration which way the window opens.

• Louvered Windows - Jalousie Window – These windows are generally
drafty and not really designed for viewing the outside, so vertical
blinds or roman shades work well.

• Bay (Oriel) – These windows are usually beautifully constructed and
have a view, so it is easy to choose dressing styles and types
for them. Try any topper, such as a scarf or jabot.  Drapes will work
well, too.

• Bow Window- Like the Bay Window, these are gorgeous windows and
often a complementary stencil can work, no matter the style.

• Casement – Double swags and panels may be used for a Traditional
look, and tab or string tops offer a Formal Contemporary look.

• Double-Hung – The most common style, this window is classic and
any dressing can be used.  Floor length drapes and cafe
styles are the most popular choices.

A picture window frames the beautiful
view outsideof this dining room.
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 • Garden Windows – Usually installed to hold plants, no dressing
is required for this type.  But you can achieve a softer look
with a topper or a stencil border around the window.

• Ranch or Strip Window – Try rustic shutters or café curtains in
appropriate material.  Hang gingham or bold floral prints for the
country styles, or use blinds for contemporary styles.

• Single Hung Window – Cotton café curtains and heavier drapes both
suit this window style, which is known for its draftiness.

• Sliding Window – These windows lend themselves well to swags or
panels over sheers, hung on double poles.

• Sliding Patio Door – This is a highly functional window/door so a
treatment should also be highly functioning.  Horizontal blinds or
drape panels work great.  Add button tops or tab tops to the drapes
for extra style.

• Palladian Window – Try sunburst shades or sheers around the arc and
café’s across the middle.  Not only will that mediate and filter light,
but they will also keep your style casual.  To achieve a more formal
appearance, try the same toppers with a couple of quick rod pocket
panels.

• Picture Window – Try pleated drapes and traverse rods, frosted glass,
or blinds.  If privacy isn’t required, or you have a view to
showcase, try a stenciled border around the window or a topper to
create an attractive frame.

Now that you have a good overview of fabric and hard window treatments,
decorating styles and window types, it’s time to gain a better understanding of
your room.

For the most gorgeous dress, one must consider one’s attributes and figure.  It’s
the same with window treatments.   A room’s figure or shape and its other
attributes (function, light exposure, theme of the room, etc) as well as the window
itself will help define your decorating style.
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5.1 Questions to Consider Before Buying Window Treatments

The atmosphere your window treatment will project, the function it will play in the
room and the décor style that fits the window all need to be mapped out to
achieve the perfect window treatment.

Before developing a plan, take a minute to reconsider the form, function, and
style questions that were asked in the previous chapters and quickly jot down
your answers in the spaces provided in Questions to Consider Before Buying
Window Treatments.

• Privacy level required?

• View maintained or created?

• What is the direction of the room’s exposure?

• Is heat and or light control required?

• How often will the doors and/or window be used?

• Cleaning and maintenance required or to be required?

• If so, what type of maintenance will be required?

• How many doors and/or windows in the room?

• Decorate combination or multiple windows the same or as separate
spaces?

• Are the windows the same size and shape?

• Are windows proportional to size of the room?

• Are windows proportional to your furnishings, or will the window
treatment need to change their appearance?

• What style is the room?

• What style do you want the room to reflect?
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• What colors, textures, and patterns are in the room?

• What colors, patterns, or textures do you want to use in the room?

After writing down your answers to these questions ask yourself, “Is the room a
formal or casual space?”  Add the answer to your questions sheet.

When you are finished with this section, either copy the planning chart below, or
use Appendix C – Room Planning Charts and fill in the appropriate information
on the chart. This information will be the foundation for your window treatment
designs as you continue expanding your knowledge.

Let’s begin with the look of your room.  Not just the window types, but also, the
overall room.  Consider the following: What are a room’s attributes?  Size,
purpose, style of furniture, # of rooms, and light exposure all play a part in
selecting a window treatment.

5.2 Room Planning Chart

Complete the following charts for each room and window that you wish to dress.

Room_________________________________

Size__________________________________

Color_________________________________

Purpose_______________________________

Time Spent_____________________________

Target Atmosphere_______________________
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Furniture: Style Color Size

           Windows:           Style      Size Condition Exposure

Notes:

Once you have filled out the chart information for each room, you will use the
information as a reference point when selecting and deciding on each window
treatment.
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5.3 The Size and Color of the Room

To bring balance to any room, you should consider using curtains/draperies in a
color that is one shade lighter or darker than the paint or darkest color of
wallpaper.  This will maintain the natural balance of the room.

Avoid using window treatments that are too heavy or dark, or too light and airy.
Unless you have determined these qualities to be necessary for your chosen
style, the effect will alter your window/room proportion.  Dark, heavy treatments
will make the room appear smaller.  Treatments that are too light will not add any
depth to the room.

If you prefer prints, use small to medium-sized patterns in your treatments that
are coordinated with your color scheme and chosen style.  A European Country
look can handle a larger bolder floral, but otherwise, stay away from prints that
are large and bold.  Large prints on windows can be overbearing and distracting,
instead of enhancing.

You might also consider using a combination of blinds or shades with curtains
and draperies. This will provide a sense of balance where one color or texture
complements the other.

For example, if your walls are country blue, you could install either white or off-
white blinds or roller shades.  Then top them with either a navy blue curtain/
drape or a pattern that offers various shades of blue as well as some accent
colors.  The result would be stunning!

This room is darkened by the
choice of window treatment
colors, making it very formal.

A formal style for the bathroom is created using a scarf
valance combined with knob embellishments that echo
the tones of the room.  Adding a blind treatment would
give additional privacy.
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 5.4 The Style of the Furniture in the Room

This is actually an important factor to consider. Just imagine a big beautiful room
filled with hand crafted red oak furniture, a country rocker in the corner, and a
ceiling fan. This is the making of a delightful American Country look.  Now picture
nice country print gingham curtains hanging over the window.  Perfect!  But think
about how wrong it would be for you to put metal blinds on each window.

Another example would be a formal dining room filled with heavy French
provincial style furniture.  If you add a frilly white curtain, the look will not be
unified.

First, decide on the look and feel that you are trying to achieve in your room and
then determine the style of furniture that works best with that look.  If the room is
eclectic, you can probably get away with just about anything.  However, if there is
a definite style or theme, add this information to your chart from the section
Room Planning Charts.

5.5 The Purpose of the Room

Obviously, you would not put white curtains with little pink bows in your teenage
son’s room, just as you would not put motorcycle print treatments in a baby’s
room.  Give the overall purpose of the room some thought, as this will impact
your decisions.  Although there are some things that are obvious, like the above
example, there are more detailed questions to ask that will let you really hone in
on the purpose of the room.

For example, how much time do people spend in that room on a daily basis?  Is
this a home office that will be used eight to ten hours each day?  Is the room for
sewing/hobbies or crafts only be used a few times each week?  What tasks are
performed, and do they require certain natural light?  At what time of day is the
room usually used?

Some additional questions to ask yourself are - How do you want to feel when in
this room?  How will others feel?  What atmosphere do you want your room to
project?

If you feel the house needs some warmth, you can convey this through the style
and colors you choose.  Earth tones always add a warm feeling, while bright
colors add energy.

If feminine is what you want, use gathered material or headings on curtains.  Try
using lace or ruffles or roman shades to soften a room.  They are also ideal for
privacy, while still allowing the light to come through.
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For the more masculine or an easy formal style, try pleats. This includes pleated
valances and box pleated drapes.  You might also consider shutters.  Draperies
are the standard for adding privacy and light control, and they will soften a
window.

Blinds, shutters, and cornices can be designed to work everywhere but are great
alone in a contemporary masculine design. To soften and add a feminine touch,
use valances or a soft swag.  To highlight a window or view, try a single swag or
scarf, even a lone balloon valance.  It is amazing what a change that can be.  I
hung a balloon valance over my laundry room window and boy, did it ever make
an improvement in what once was a bare, utilitarian area.

5.6 The Number of Windows

Look around to see how much light is coming into the room as well as the level of
artificial light provided.  A room with two windows will obviously provide you the
opportunity to work with bolder colors and patterns since there will be more
natural light.

A room with only one window will require light and bright colors.  Stay away from
dark heavy colors or large patterns because they take light away from this room
visually.

You may even find you want no treatment at all.  If you do not require privacy,
light control, or temperature control, and the window is an interesting shape or
style and in good shape, just leave it bare.  Sometimes less is better.

5.7 The Style of the Windows

What style are your windows – bay, fixed pane, casement, etc.?  Is the wood trim
dark or light?  When choosing window treatments, you want them to enhance
and complement your windows.  Installing all new windows is not an option for
many people, which is why it is so exciting to add or change the treatments of
your windows.  This is where your creativity really comes into play.

Review the examples in section 4.0, A World of Windows for some of the most
common window styles and the hints on how each window can be dressed.
Then jot your ideas in the appropriate column of your worksheet Appendix C –
Room Planning Charts.  Continue filling out the planning chart as you finish this
e-book.

All the basic information about your windows and room should now be recorded
on the planning charts that I provided in section 5.2, Room Planning Charts.  You
may have even started to narrow down which window treatments you think will
work best for you.  If you haven’t, don’t worry...in the next section, you’ll learn
how to find the right window treatments to match your decorating style
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6.1 Insights for Style Selection

Have you ever seen a window treatment in a store or displayed somewhere and
wondered if it would work with your decorating style?  With so much to choose
from in the marketplace, selecting a proper window dressing can sometimes be a
very frustrating task.

Well, this section is going to make your day.
For each of the nine decorating styles that
were described earlier, I have made a list of
fabric window treatments that will make
perfect partners.

Find your decorating style in the list below
and use my suggestions to keep you on the
right path.

 6.1.1 Traditional

This style is typically considered formal,
usually with an old-world European flair. It
would only make sense that if you are
working with a formal style, your window
treatments should also reflect that same
elegance and richness. Here are some
basic guidelines to help you out:

• Curtains/drapes should be floor length. Even if you have a half window,
full-length fabric treatments will add impressive drama and
formality to the room.

• Use multiple fabrics, textures, and layers to soften a look or to add in a
 richer presence of color to a room.

• Fabrics perfect for the traditional drape genre include linens, tapestries,
silks, matelasse, chintz, velvets, and damasks.

• For a traditional kitchen curtain, use country/rustic fabrics such as
calico, chambray, or gingham.

This very Traditional dining room has
floor length drapes hung on a simple

wood rod with rings.
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To get the Traditional flair, you’ll need to strive to achieve a formal and dressy
appearance.  This may be achieved through the use of luxurious textures and
fabrics.  A Traditional style emanates polish and grace and lovely fabrics can
create this look quickly and easily.

The dining room is usually the easiest room to convert to Traditional style.  Most
people have a dining table, and no matter its style, the table may be converted to
match a Traditional style window treatment.

Fabric window treatments matching the Traditional style will be symmetrical,
especially if there is more than one window in the room.  Some favorite accents
for the more formal window are jabots and swags, used with or without side
panels.

Sometimes a Traditional window treatment will be embellished with beautiful
coordinating tassels, cords, and braids, bringing an added touch of elegance to
the treatment.

6.1.2 Formal Contemporary

A unique style that falls under the
contemporary genre is the
Formal Contemporary style.

Taking the formal and adding the
contemporary results in a look
that will suit an office, dining room
or sitting room.

When people think of Contemp-
orary, they have a vision of cold
metal with stark furnishings or all
white walls with long heartless
lines.

In reality, this style actually refers
to clean crisp lines, modern
furnishings and art, and an
overall sleek, stylish, and
somewhat formal appearance

This cascading swag adds an elegant feel to the
Formal Contemporary setting.
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Where casual and eclectic styles use lots of color, Formal Contemporary style
uses color sparingly and subtly through accents such as pillows, artwork, and
window treatments.

Although your window treatments
will generally be less lavish in
a contemporary style than in a
traditional style, the possibilities
are still endless.

Shutters or blinds are a
good choice for a Contemporary
style.  In living rooms, dens,
and bedrooms, pair blinds with
panels, valances, or sheers.

This Formal
Contemporary
bedroom takes

advantage of pillows
that match the

cornice.

Sheers can be hung as panels or as
hourglass curtains.  When choosing the
color, remember to use clean or solid colors.
The idea is that less is more.  Panels provide
a simple, subtle look.

Even a cornice can work in a Formal
Contemporary style room – you can cover it
with a fabric that enhances the room’s colors,
paint it a solid color, or even stencil it.  Blinds
may come with built in cornices that actually
save you a step!

If those examples don’t appeal there is
always a stenciled window border.  Again, use
colors that are clean and a stencil design that
uses long clear lines – bold but not loud –
clean and sharp but not cutting or sterile.

The sleek, formal look can be achieved with
valances (simple colors and clean lines or
prints), Roman shades (striped or geometric
pattern), or straight curtains with simple lines.

Colored sheers used with a wall border
perfectly frames this contemporary bedroom.
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 6.1.3 Casual Contemporary

Think of this style as an overstuffed
couch that you can just plop down
in after a hard day at work. The
casual color scheme is often neutral,
which makes this a perfect opportunity
for adding an extra splash of color
in the window treatments.

In Casual Contemporary style, you
should stay away from heavy,
formal fabrics. Favorite choices
are cotton and light linens, or silks.
Within the casual décor category, you
will find many of the more mainstream
styles altered slightly to add a casual
flair.

A floral print gauze panel hung café
style with a matching valance keeps
the mood light and flirtatious, especially
if you get a breeze from the window.

Look for these aspects to establish this style:

• Furniture is round in shape to suggest comfort and simplicity.

• Functional décor is attractive in color and shape.

• Mixed accents are unified with color or shape or perhaps a theme.

• Colors are light and fresh.

• Pure mid-tones like sage green may be used to enhance the feeling of
comfort.

• Add neutral colored accents such as beige or tan to add a natural
calming effect.

• Bright pure colors like light green or an intense red can be added for a bit
of stimulation for the kitchen or an office, or to visually break up
a neutral room.

Casual Contemporary makes use of
geometric lines such as used in the

pointed valance above.
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Casual can also be perfect for a family or child’s room, where the fabric designs
can be creative and playful.  Match the bedspread or chair covers with the
curtains to bring the room together.

Shades that provide patterned designs like stripes or geometrical, as well as
colored blinds, are great choices for Casual Contemporary.

The pictures below are all examples of Casual Contemporary Style. Note the
bold colors and how the pelmet’s are covered in fabric that carries through with a
theme.

Typically, windows where the casual style is used are generally short, requiring a
shorter length treatment to match.

If you have a long window, the Casual Contemporary style can still be used.
Effective options include blinds, shades or single panels with tiebacks and a roll
shade.  Try adding some of the fundamental décor aspects to your room and see
this style come to life!
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6.1.4 Rustic

The Rustic style reflects a certain charm or nostalgia. The look may include
shutters on the inside and outside of the window.  Inside, café or Cape Cod
curtains in a striped broadcloth work very well.

The featured “dishtowel curtain” in the no sew
section would be an excellent curtain choice for
the Rustic theme.  Form follows function with
Rustic ambiance.

Shutters with café curtains (no tier) strung
across the window are perfect for this
style.  Set the Rustic tone by using a braided
leather cord, rather than a rod, to hang the
the curtains

For an inexpensive Rustic look for the longer
window, try using rings on a rod with a theme-
printed bed sheet.  Or use a braided cord with
two cloth shower curtains as your panels.
Choose a design and material that is functional,
such as denim, muslin, or even woven wool in
a saddle blanket design.  The Rustic style
remains simple and homespun, exuding
comfort with a somewhat exotic flait.

6.1.5 American Country

The American Country style is an
innovative combination of Rustic, Casual
Contemporary, and Traditional.  To reflect this style, make use of gingham prints
for café curtains, with matching tiers for the kitchen.  Or try some pine shutters or
even vertical blinds with a stenciled border for the living or game room.

Since a country look is a little less formal than some other styles, you may use all
the different curtain/treatment types, as long as you make them out of country
fabrics and materials.

Experiment!  Get bold!  Try an Americana theme of white walls and window
molding.  Stencil a blue and red border around the window and hang a matching
cornice.  Another idea is to hang white sheer panels alongside fabric with a red
and blue country print theme.

    Tip:  www.countrycurtains.com is a great place to get a list of country
fabrics and ideas.

The pelmet has been covered with
material that reflecs a fishing theme. The

use of a wicker chair brings in Rustic
charm to this room.
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 6.1.6 European Country

European Country is antique pine collectibles and cozy warm rugs and rockers.
Under this classification there are two main categories, French and English.

To create French Country ambiance, the goal is to create a daintier, more
feminine look.  Add printed florals to the windows with lace panels.

To create a bolder English Country look, attach a heavy weight lace panel behind
heavier tapestry drapes.  For either look, add lace doilies to your tables, mantels,
and sills to enhance the effect.

You can use some fine Irish lace and establish an Irish country look. Do this by
making quick hourglass curtains out of Irish linen for any long window or French
door.

Lightly-colored gauze panels hung with a
simple rod can tie an eclectic country
home together quite nicely.

To hit the high points, incorporate the
following attributes:

French

• Delicate materials and accents.

• Hand painted or gilded furniture

 • Abundant use of bright colors,
especially blue and yellow.

• Use of a rooster motif.

English

• Minimal use of color, more use of
textures

• More formal than French.

A European Country feel is given
to this bedroom through the use
of gingham drapes in the same

color scheme as the chintz floral
bedspreads and pillow shams.
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 General European.

• Chintz (floral) patterns.

• Mixed use of floral and other patterns.

• Generous use of toile.

• Colors are bright and bold and include jewel tones.

6.1.7 Traditional Romantic

Traditional Romantic style, which is related to Traditional, showcases sensuous
elegance.  By incorporating velvets or tapestry with lace and puddles, or satins
and silk with lace and linen, you can exude a rich and sultry mood. To achieve
this, try:

• Rich fabrics, such as velvets and silk.

• Layers of light to medium weight fabric drapes.  Lace and linen accents can add
a feminine touch.

• Jewel colors create a romantic ambiance.

• Use abundant amounts of material to allow it to puddle on the floor.

The rich tones and matching
velvet bed cover and pillows
makes for a Romantic and
Sensual room. Notice the
wall border and how it
echoes the tones of the
drapes.
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Traditional Romance is all about taking traditional designs and adding soft
feminine touches to achieve an enticingly luxurious ambiance.  Combine that
with Victorian imagery, and you’ve nailed the look perfectly!  For example, try
some gauze sheers with solid panels of red velvet billowing in the windows.

If the furniture in a particular room is heavy and crafted of darker richer woods
such as walnut, mahogany, or cherry, the general rule of thumb in Traditional
style is to stay with heavier drapes.  But in Traditional Romantic, you can soften
or dress up the look with a light sheer, swag, or scarf.  If you prefer to leave
sheers out of the equation, a nice shade is a great option.

Favorite colors and designs for the Traditional Romantic window treatment are
burgundy, deep greens or blues, browns and gold, and patterns such as paisley
and toile.

6.1.8 Casual Romantic

The Casual Romantic style is homey,
cozy, whimsical, and romantic.  If your
window gets a nice breeze you may
want to add lace or silk panels to your
treatment. Open the window and gain
the added romance of the fluttering
panels.

Using a lacy white swag or a Priscilla
valance in your bedroom can capture
this style.  Then drape a red linen napkin
over the window shelf to quickly create
a Casual Romantic mood.  Add a single white rose in a bud vase and/or a couple
of red candles around the room near a comfy chair.

6.1.9 Spiritual

The Spiritual décor is designed to be comfortable and sparse to promote
relaxation. Stained glass with rich velvety or silky materials for accent and
warmth will do the trick.  Keep your colors soothing and light.  Include lots of
mellow greens, blues and purples and clean whites.  Keep furnishing and
decorative accents to a minimum.

Make use of swags and scarves to add inspirational bits of color.  These will help
add to the sense of peace and tranquility that this style will project. Oddly
enough, it is the kitchen where most people add a little spirituality to their
windows.  From the use of mauve lace to the addition of plants and spiritual knick
knacks, this seems to be the room to touch base with the inner you.

Lace in any room may be considered romantic.
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 6.1.10 Eclectic

The meaning of eclectic is that two or more
styles of decorating are combined together
to make a unique look.  A couple of styles
mentioned earlier, (Casual Romantic and
Formal Contemporary) are actually eclectic
styles.

So eclectic really means anything goes.
Most homes have rooms with an eclectic
mix of furniture, accents and accessories.
When arranged properly, and using window
treatments to coordinate and facilitate, this
style can be used to create a wonderfully
cozy room.

To bring together your eclectic look, add a
swag (solid color or printed pattern) that has
a similar pattern, color, or shape as the
furniture closest to the window.

Or try another popular choice and use simple panels and any type of topper,
such as the balloon or the cascade. Use colors and shapes that complement or
coordinate with the colors and shapes of the furniture closest to the windows.

Since anything goes in eclectic, try striped panels with a pattern and striped
balloon topper.  Gingham panels with solid tiebacks can bring together a room
and give it a country air.  Solid Panels with accessories from pleats to fringes are
for the more formal, while simple tiebacks and beads are for the more casual.

With the eclectic style, you have more options because it is mix and match.
Meaning that if you have a brown couch, you can get by with those purple
curtains/drapes by adding a little curtain color to the couch with pillows or adding
a little brown to your curtains using tie backs, shades or even blinds.  The secret
is in how you tie it all together.

Go to your local curtain or blinds/shade shop and look at how the displays are
grouped together.  These displays do in fact represent an Eclectic style.  These
professionals take as many designs and styles as will fit into their shops and
blend them together to create a very appealing mixture and atmosphere.

The mauve lace combined with the
knickknacks gives a spiritual feel to
this window.
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7.1 Looped Curtains

This is yet another popular choice!  The loops may be hung using hooks as
shown in the second photo below or by placing the rod directly through the holes.

Looped curtains are hung using hooks that are stationed over a window jam.

Looped curtains are combined with static wall “knobs”, used in place
of a curtain rod.

Diversity and your individual creativity will make this style of window treatment
fun and provide a unique and interesting look.

Try different ways of using the loops, and experiment with how they hang.   You
can loop all in one direction, or alter the outcome by alternating holes, front back,
and back front, or by using pegs instead of hooks to hang from.
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If you want to add yet another dimension, you can use ribbon by winding it
through each hole, and then tying the end to the rod.

By using soft and airy fabrics, you can hang looped curtains in a little girl’s room.
Use the loop style curtain in a printed or colored gauze fabric for the kitchen to
achieve a European Country touch.

By choosing a heavier fabric such as burlap or linen, you can turn either your
family room or den into a dazzling Rustic showcase or a casual yet contemporary
game room.

7.2 Pinch Pleated Draperies

If your lifestyle tends to be formal and/or traditional and you have determined
that you need a curtain/drape that is functional and will control light levels, this is
the style to consider. The pinch pleated drape provides the most privacy; works
well with a lining to provide warmth, and offers a full, rich appearance.

Traditionally, pleats are spaced at specific intervals. In general, a traditionally
spaced pinch pleat would work well for a small dining room or living room.
However, for the more formal allure of a fuller look, say for a Victorian period
room, you can simply add more material and more pleats for varied fullness and
a more elegant look.

Because this particular style leans more to the formal, the pinch pleat makes the
best presentation when hung on a decorative rod. If the drape needs to function
regularly, a traverse rod is recommended, although any sturdy rod will work.

Example of what gives the name
Pinched Pleated Drapes to the style.
These Drapes are most often used in

a Traditional Setting.
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 7.3 Tab Top Curtains

These are tailored full-length (84 inches in length) panels without a gathered
header or rod-pocket opening. They are hung from attached fabric loops, or
“tabs” which slip on to wood or decorative pole-type hardware.

The panels may be
constructed of drapery-like
fabrics or lightweight sheers
and hung like any drape or
curtain.

Tab top curtains work
especially well in an eclectic
or contemporary
atmosphere. Using any
 variation of this curtain with
decorative rods provides
additional opportunities to
coordinate the room’s many
different styles, colors and
forms.

Additionally, using rod
ornaments, colors and
textures, which complement
the curtains, will enhance
the window treatment.

Tab tops work well in this contemporary guest room.
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8.1 Window Toppers

Window toppers can be purchased at reasonable prices in most cases, or even
better, you can create your own. To add that extra special touch to your window
treatments, think about the topper, which matches your style.  It just might just do
the trick. Some types of window treatments do not need a topper, but for others,
a topper is the final touch that pulls it all together. Toppers can include balloons,
scarves, lace accents, paper borders, and even valances and swags.

Even cornices are considered toppers. Within each category there are a number
of different designs, so again, the choices are unending.

Cornice – A wooden box, which
is installed above a window and
is usually upholstered with fabric,
painted, wallpapered, or stenciled.

These are great window toppers
and can be created for softness
or a deep, warmer look, all
depending on your choice of
fabric, paint, or decoration.

Blinds and shades sometimes come
with a built-in cornice. These may be
enhanced with further window
treatments such as a valance or by
applying a stencil to them.

Lambrequin - A  valance or cornice
with long pieces of material that runs
down the side or middle of a window
as spacers.

This is an exceptional look if the
room you are working with only
has one window because it helps
make the window appear larger. The
look is a Traditional, formal formal appearance
and may be used for multiple windows as well.

Cloth cornice in brown gingham.

Swags combined with lambrequin
flags and side jabots.
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Pelmet - A fabric valance with a flat front somewhat similar to a cornice. This is
mounted on three-sided shelves across the top of a window. This choice of a
topper would work well in an area where texture and depth need to be toned
down.

Here, the pelmet valance is
covered in a pattern that
matches the pillows. The
floor length drapes are a

tan color – just a shade or
two darker than the wall’s

pale eggshell yellow. Then,
gold bed linens echo the
colors in the pelmet.  The
picture above the bed also
reflects the colors used.

This Formal Contemporary
style would look great in
any guest room. I would

consider this a very
masculine décor.

The actual material pattern
used for the pelmet and for
the pillows, you will notice,

matches the tiebacks.
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Scarves – Lengths of hemmed fabric that are draped or wrapped across the top
of a drapery rod or other fixtures that have been installed at the tops of a window.
You might be thinking of a scarf as in the kind that goes around your neck with a
favorite suit. It is kind of the same idea, but for your window,

Scarves are usually long narrow pieces of fabric that can be placed on top of
your existing window. Use the different rod styles and finials for dramatic affects.
Scarves are great for adding an air of romance or mystery to a room. Scarves
can also add a formal feel to a room.

With practice, you can determine the best way to position your scarf for the most
elegant presentation. In some cases, scarves are made of sheer or lacy fabric. In
other cases, the scarf may be a richer material, such as brocade. Your colors and
actual material help in defining your style. When choosing your color, try to find
one that enhances your existing window treatment.

Picture if you will, that you have just finished a beautiful master bedroom. The
walls are a chocolate milk color with rich chocolate window treatments. Scattered
about are pillows and accessories of bright yellow, blue, and red. The room is
warm but has several punches of color.

If you want to soften up the look of the windows without diminishing the rich
appearance, use a scarf matching one of your “punch” colors such as yellow,
blue, or red. You will be amazed at how quickly your room takes on a “finished”
look and feel.

If you prefer, you can add in a cream or ivory scarf made of hand-stamped linen.
Another option would be to use fabric that contains various depths of brown
along with those same punch colors. Your finished room will make everyone think
you spent a fortune on a professional designer.

Here, a length
of gold lame
material is
used as a
scarf valance
in a bathroom.
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The great thing about scarves is that they do not
have to be hung symmetrically, like you might
expect with drapes. Depending on the room and
types of treatments you are working with, this is
not always the case.

Sometimes scarves are draped on top of
treatments with each end flowing evenly down
the sides, a very Traditional Romantic look.

Other times, a scarf might be draped unevenly
which can have an overall fantastic effect. The
perfect place for a lopsided scarf is an odd
shaped window.

Swags – Similar to scarves, but the draping
usually has two or more swooping sections.
These sections are centered on a single
window or combined with a series across
the top of multiple windows.

Swags and Jabots are usually draped over a
pole running across the top of a window.
This is a great choice for rooms needing
a more formal, traditional or romantic
appearance.

A different look for scarves is depicted
above. Notice how the material has
been cut and trimmed into the shape
of a headscarf. Additionally, notice
how the colors are complimentary to
the wallpaper. This is a very
contemporary look.

Here swag cascades are used to achieve a very formal
and tradtional look.
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Valance - As described earlier, this is a top treatment used to hide the hardware.
A valance comes in a variety of shapes and sizes. Valances can be used by
themselves or with side panels, cafe durtains, or blinds/shades. Of course they
all have names, and following are some of the more popular.

Tear drop valance Scalloped valance

Kingston valance with fringe – frilly
Casual Romantic offset with great

wallpaper and flowers

Space pleated valance with jabots use to present a more formal or traditional
appearance.

Multiple point pelmet valance with
edge banding. This is a very

contemporary style, which when
combined with a blind allows for

looks and privacy.
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A ruched valance is perfect for Casual
Contemporary or European Country.
“Ruched” refers to the cascade
created by stitching.

Queen Anne valance - perfect for Casual Romantic flair.

Windows Treatments Made Simple

A formal draped valance with jabots makes a
dramatic statement in this Traditional style
living room.
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A scarf valance is a an easy way to frame
a window in a Casual room, without
adding any fussiness or formality.

A crossover valance  is perfect for European
Country elegance.



Balloon Valances - Some types of valances
such as a “Balloon Topper” are created to give
a “puffy” appearance. The easiest and most
common method used is by stuffing the
valance with tissue paper until the desired
fullness is achieved.

A floral shirred valance tops
silk curtains.
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Shirred/Gathered Valance - This
valance style has gathered fabric
shirred onto a curtain rod which is
used across the top of a window,
either with an under treatment
or by itself. Shirred refers to the
effect that the material takes on
when gathered onto the rod.

A balloon valance acts as a whimsical
topper to this bay window.

A sheer valence hangs on rings above
cafe curtains.

Valances can be be hung in several
ways.  They can be sewn to slide on
a curtain rod (above) or hang on a rod
with hooks or rings (right).

Valances can be sewn directly to
curtains or drapes, or can hang
freely on their own.



8.1.1 Tiebacks

What exactly is a tieback and does it always have to be made from fabric? A
tieback means exactly what it says – this is a piece of fabric, cord, ribbon, or just
about anything you want to use as a means of “tying back” your curtains or
drapes.

Sometimes curtains/drapes are left tied
back all the time, and other times,
curtains/drapes are closed at night for
privacy and then tied back during the day
to allow light in. If your curtains/drapes will
be used to frame a blind or shade, then
tiebacks are a great way to keep your
treatments open. You can also use
tiebacks as a means of accenting your
treatments.

For example, if you want your window to have a more conservative look, you
might want to use tiebacks that are made from the same fabric as the curtain/
drape or a coordinating color.

Alternatively, if you have a room that allows you to have a little more fun, you can
either purchase or make some very interesting tiebacks. There are tiebacks
made from bent silverware that add some spice to your walls. I have seen some
tiebacks made from braided leather cords that add a Rustic charm.
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Beside the standard choices such as coordinating or matching fabric, what are
some other options that work as tie backs for curtains and drapes?

• Cord, braided cotton, leather, or yarn will work. Use tacks and tack right
to the wall.

• Ribbon in a satin, cloth or synthetic fabric.

• Velvet

• Novelty items such as bent silverware or a
broken fishing pole.

• String of tassels

• Lace

• Misc. items such as beads, crystals, feathers

Anything that will add character to your curtains/drapes or that coordinates with
the room is an option. Use your creativity and have some fun with this.

Tassels and fringes are very Victorian and
traditional, satin and silk are Romantic,
beads crystals and feathers are Spiritual or
Rustic.  A mixture is eclectic, and to stay
Country, try appropriate novelties like old
spoons for European or flag pins for
American.

For a more casual look, you can simply use
fabric with no embellishment. For
Contemporary Romantic, use coordinating
colors and fabrics. However, if your goal is to
create tiebacks that are more traditional or
formal in appearance,  simply add a strip of
velvet or satin on the edges.

TIP - Fabric or retail stores offer a huge variety of fabric and patterns. As
mentioned in a previous chapter, fabric comes in widths of 45 inches and 60
inches. For balloon valances, you will need to choose the 45-inch width.

Tassles are great tiebacks.

Gold cord tiebacks with
tassles add a formal touch
to the European Country
look.
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8.2 Measuring For Window Toppers

Width - Starting from the left top of the window, take
a horizontal measurement from left to right of the
window, including the casing and any mounted
hardware to be used or covered. (Measurement
referred to as “bracket to bracket”).  Add 3-4 inches
to this width dimension to provide fullness or a
flowing effect. Record this dimension

Length - For the length dimension, start from the
top of the rod or bracket above the window and
measure down to the desired length of the topper.
Usually a topper should hang down no more
than ¼ of the total length of the window.

For accuracy, do the length measurement at the
left, right and center of the window.  Add 4-6
inches to this dimension for top rod casing and
bottom hem if required. If rod pockets and hems
are required, use iron-on adhesive tape for quick
assembly.

Return - Another critical dimension for toppers is the return.  The return is the
distance from the wall to the front of the rod bracket.

Tip - To determine the length of material needed for a topper, you simply
need to measure your window and then triple that number. For example, if
your window measured 36 inches (36x3=108) you would need material 108
inches long.

TIP - When mounting a topper alone, use a 4-inch return on rod mounted
treatments and a 6-inch return on board mounted treatments.

TIP - When toppers are installed over another window treatment, the
projection should be 2 inches greater than the return size of the under
treatment. (Example: 4 inch returns on the under treatment would require a
6 inch return or projection on the curtain or topper.)
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Taking accurate measurements
for window toppers is worth the
short while it takes.
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9.0 Help9.0 Help9.0 Help9.0 Help9.0 Helpful Hardwful Hardwful Hardwful Hardwful Hardwararararareeeee
When you initially think of window treatment hardware, boring or plain might
come to mind. Many years ago, the choices for hardware were nothing like they
are today. The current market is flooded with new ideas that actually enhance
your window treatments.

We will first talk about some of the more traditional type of hardware and then go
into more updated options.

9.1 Rods

The first thing you will need to decide is if your rod will be seen based on the
style of window treatment chosen. If the rod will not be seen, you only need to
think about the finals (end attachments to the rod) and brackets. If the rod will be
seen, then you might consider something a little more special, such as a brushed
metal finish or bamboo, or something that will enhance or complement the
appearance of the window treatment.

Next, do you need a rod solely for holding up your window treatments or do you
need something functional? The draw-cord system can be added or already built
into the rod for opening and closing curtains/drapes. If your window treatments
are going to hang, such as a panel, or be pulled back with tiebacks, then a
stationary rod is perfect.

Curtains and drapes are hung or “suspended” from drapery rods. The most
popular of these are:

• Pole rods

• Traversing rods

• Sash rods

• Café Rods

• Pivoting rods

Double Drapery Rod – This would be needed for Pricilla Curtains or Rod Pocket
Drapes with sheers.
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A “rod”, no matter what name or style, is a long tube that is used for hanging the
curtains/drapes. There are different style rods for different style window
treatments. Remember when we talked about the café curtain in an earlier
chapter? This style of window treatment is casual, light, and airy. You would not
want to hang a café curtain on a thick wood rod. Although in many cases, the rod
itself is not even seen, you want it to complement the window treatment – like an
extension of the style.

There are all types of textures and materials used for curtain/drapery rods such
as brushed steal, wrought iron, bamboo, gilded gold or silver, and tortoise shell.

There are also custom rods, which can be made of just about anything long and
sturdy enough to hold up the treatment.

If you have a nautical theme room, you could easily use small oars. For a little
girl’s room you could use batons. Just let your imagination run free.

9.1.1  Measuring for Rod Length

Starting in the middle of the window, measure 4 to 6 inches from the top of the
window up toward the ceiling and make a mark at that point. (This is called your
middle mark). This is where your bracket will be.

Next, repeat this measuring process on both sides of the window about 1” past
the side window frame. This is where the brackets for your rods will be installed.
Take care with your measurements and your rods will be level. And remember to
use an erasable pencil for the marks.

Next, starting from the middle mark, measure down to the bottom of the window
frame and use this length to determine your curtain length according to the style
you choose. It’s a great idea to record this window dimension for future creations.

Another consideration is the number of panels or layers you will have. If you are
adding a panel to a blind or shade, you can use one rod. However, if you are
adding a topper or panels under or over heavier window treatments, you will
need to either hang two rods, or purchase a double rod specifically designed for
this purpose.

Remember, the heavier the curtain/drape, the sturdier the rod required.

Single Drapery Rod – This is to hang single
panels.
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9.2 Finials (ends)

The part of the rod that generally is exposed is the ends. Rod finials, called
decorative ends, are a hot commodity, and the choices are amazing! You can
find these finials in most retail chains, home improvement stores, as well as
online. Some of the more popular finials include:

• Translucent glass

• Frosted Resin

• Painted wood

• Stained wood

• Hand-forged iron

There are also hand-forged finials made from irons that range from simplistic to
absolutely stunning.

These finials are designed to resemble a
multitude of items such as branches, grape
leaves, and vines. Depending on your style,
finials can provide a very ornate or a very
simple look.

You will also find more contemporary styles or
crazy designs that are fun.  This type of
hardware can be purchased in bronze and
verdigris finishes as well as the natural iron
finish.

This again is an area where you can
have some fun with choosing or even
designing the finials for your rods.
Anything that can fit on the end of the
rod can be used. Look around stores
or your own home for ideas.

Again, you will want to coordinate your
finial selection with the overall look and
feel of the room.
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9.3 Brackets

In order for the rods to be supported, they
 need to be hung using brackets at either end.
For some of the longer or heavier rods, a third
or even fourth bracket should be added in the
middle or evenly spaced out for a more secure
rod.

Brackets are another part of the rod that is
seldom seen, but even these have a place in
the whole window treatment scheme. You can
find many different finishes and styles,
including continuous and hidden brackets.

There are high sheen gold brackets, antique-
finish, colored, embellished brackets, or you
can paint them to reflect any style in your
room.

9.4 Rings

Some window treatments are hung using
curtain/drapery rings. Depending on the type
of window treatment, these rings can either
be sewn or hooked onto the curtain/drapery.

Rings can be made of plastic/acrylic (right),
wood (below), or even metal.

Rod brackets

Wall
bracket
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 9.5 Embellishments: Dare to be Creative

Okay, now your creative juices can really flow. No matter what style room,
curtain/drape, or even hardware, you can add beautiful embellishments to your
window treatment and give them that “final touch”.   Adding one embellishment
can literally change the entire appearance of your window treatment.

You can use just about anything - literally!  You probably have many different
things to choose from around your own house.  If not, look around as you run
errands or shop. You will be surprised at all the different options you will come up
with. What would be some things you could use?

Tassels Bells

Fancy Fishhooks Buttons

Crystal Teardrops Other Fabric Pieces

Ribbon or Cord Cotton Balls (no kidding)

Hobby Paint Silk Flowers

Feathers Popsicle Sticks

The best choice for attaching the embellishment is an “invisible” thread or very
fine fishing line. The method you choose to attach your embellishment depends
on the embellishment itself.  If you are using items that have no holes for the
thread or you want to cut back on the time required, you can use a hot glue gun.

Tip - Most embellishments are attached using a hot glue gun, as this is an
easy way to ensure adhesion.

Glue Guns - A glue gun can be purchased at your local hobby store for about
$10, with smaller glue guns costing only a few dollars.  You will have a choice of
two types of glue sticks, one for cold and one for hot.  What this means is that
one is developed to hold better in cold weather, while the other lasts longer for
items hit by the hot sun such as a door wreath.  To be on the safe side, it might
be best to use “hot.”

When working with a glue gun, always use extreme caution because no matter
what glue stick you use, the glue will be very hot and can burn your skin.  Always
keep glue guns out of the hands of small children and even older children should
be supervised.
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10.1 How to Accurately Measure for Window Treatments

I’m sure that you have already thought about this step of the process.  Can you
imagine spending countless hours preparing to make your own treatments only
to hang them and see that one side is obviously six inches too short or that the
finished curtain does not look anything like the picture?  There is a standard
method for accurately measuring any window or door so that you can avoid this
frustration.

For example, you cannot “eyeball” a window or guess that each window in your
bedroom is the same size, although they may appear to be.  If you believe your
window is 36 inches wide and 48 inches long, you do not want to go out and buy
material or store bought window treatments to those measurements because
they will be too small.

The steps for determining the mood of the room, the purpose of the room, and
the type of window and the fabric you think is right, are all very important steps.
However, measuring your window accurately is the most important step you will
take. To get started, you will need a few items including:

• Measuring tape

• Pencil and Paper

• Calculator

This isn’t rocket science, but does require some concentration to ensure your
numbers are accurate - the better the numbers, the better the window treatment
fit!
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 10.2 Measure Windows for Fabric Window Treatments

1. First, using your measuring tape, measure the width of each window to the
inside borders. Write down that measurement on the worksheet provided

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

Notes:
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2. Next, you will measure for length. For this example: let’s use 64 inches for
height.  Write down that measurement on the provided chart.  Remember as
outlined in Measuring for Rod Length starting from the middle mark, measure
down to the bottom of the window frame and use this length to determine your
curtain length according to the style you choose.

3. Now you need to take your width number and multiply it by two, assuming
there will be two panels. T his will give you folds when the curtains are open. Use
your calculator for accuracy.  Example: if your width were 36 inches, it would now
become 72 inches. Write down this new number in your notes.

4. For each panel, add 2 more inches to account for 1-inch hems that will be
sewn on the side edges.  In other words, your total number of 72 now becomes
76.  So you would have one panel 38 inches (one inch on each side for
hemming) and another panel of 38 inches (one inch on each side for hemming).
The two panels calculated together become 76 for two matching panels.  You will
want to write down this new number in your notes as well.

5. Lastly, take the number written down for height and add on two inches for the
bottom hem and 2 ½ inches for the top case heading (pocket where the rod will
be inserted).  Therefore, if your height measure was originally 64 inches, you
now need a piece of fabric that is 68 ½ inches for a standard size rod.  Keep in
mind that you may need to add extra material to the case heading measurement
when using an extra wide rod.

The total width measurement is also an
important piece of information when making
your own curtains.  Fabric is sold in two specific
widths, 45 inches and 60 inches.  For the
scenario above, you could buy the width in the
45-inch option.

Since you would only need to use 36 inches for each of the two panels, you
could either cut the fabric down to 38 inches, or for a fuller look, use the entire 45
inches, which is usually the preference.  This gives you a nicer appearing window
treatment.

Leftover material may be used for matching tiebacks, pillow shams or even pillow
covers. Keep this in mind when you purchase material, as it may be beneficial to
go with a 60” width fabric and use the extras.  However, sometimes too much is
just too much, so be sure to double check your measurements and try draping
material before cutting.

The charts below summarize the examples details that were discussed on the
previous page.
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No matter what style of window you have, the measurement equation would be
the same. This includes sliding doors and patio doors.  Don't forget to add the
standard 4-6 inches to the height of your window treatment measuement to account
for rod placement.  Also, if you have a window that is short or narrow and you
want it to appear taller or wider, simply add more inches to your height or width
measurements to give it the desired illusion.

10.2.1 Measuring Tips Summarized

• For a fuller window treatment, add
additional fabric to the width
measurement

• The height of a window treatment can
hit two inches below the actual
windowsill (referred to as “apron
length”) or can reach or touch
the floor. Your decision should be
based on the specific room,
color, and purpose, as outlined
in the section Understanding Your
Room before you Dress It section
of this e-book.

Window Width Measurements

Measure the inside border of your window for width 36 inches

Double the width 72 inches

Add hemming 2 inches (per panel)

Total width per panel 38 inches per panel
(76 inches total)

Window Height Measurements

Measure the inside border of your window for height 64 inches

Add the hemming (bottom) 2 inches

Add hemming (top – standard rod) 2 ½ inches

Total height per panel 68 ½ inches

Apron-length curtains fall just below
the window sill.
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• Leftover fabric can be used as tie backs, matching pillows, doilies, or
accent handkerchiefs, so consider this in your final numbers.

• Fabric is sold in 45 and 60-inch widths, so adjust your total yardage
accordingly.

• When measuring for treatments, a good measurement to have is the
length from the top of the rod bracket to the bottom of the window.
This measurement is an  important reference to have if style hasn’t
been identified or is changed in the future. See the section
Selecting the Right Hard Window Treatment: Blinds, Shutters and
Shades, or Glass for the measuring tip.

• Drape the material from where it will hang, and double-check your
measurements before cutting.

If you are hiring a professional Interior Designer/Decorator, they will come to your
home and handle all the measurements for you. Nevertheless, knowing your
measurements is beneficial when shopping for price, or future changes.
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Dressing a large window such as this one requires taking accurate
measurements before purchasing fabric.
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As mentioned in earlier chapters, another wonderful option to use with fabric
window treatments or as stand-alone dressing are blinds, shades, shutters and
glass.

As the technology for this type of window treatment has advanced, the styles and
colors have expanded to meet every possible type of window.  Your choice for
hard treatments varies from casual to chic and elegant to shabby.  These are not
your mother’s window dressings.

Some of the advantages for using this type of treatment are that, although they
still need to be measured, they can easily be adjusted and cleaned.  Unlike
curtains or draperies that should be dry cleaned, blinds can be sprayed with a
cleaner and wiped down or soaked in the bathtub with hot soapy water.  Shades
and shutters can also be wiped down, using a gentle cleaner in most cases.  As
with anything, check the manufacturer’s recommendation accompanied with the
product.

Any of these options can be used to make attractive window treatments. When
should you use blinds, shades, and shutters?   Let’s break this down for a better
understanding.

11.1 Blinds

Blinds are made to hang either horizontally or vertically.  You can purchase blinds
made from aluminum, fabric, vinyl, and wood.  This is an ideal solution for bay
windows, corner windows, as well as patio doors.

Blinds are a great choice when you want to have better control over the amount
of light entering the room.  If you work at night and sleep during the day, a heavy
drape with special lining or blinds are the best choices.

Blinds are now being created in numerous finishes and materials.  Whether you
want blinds to coordinate with a contemporary or country style, you can find them
pre-made and available at retail chains or home improvement stores or they can
easily be ordered.
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Aluminum Blinds

Aluminum blinds are created in three different sizes. There is a standard 1-inch,
the micro or 1/2 inch, and the macro or largest size of 2 inches. With this type of
blind designed in more than 100 colors, you can choose something for any
décor. However, the aluminum blind is more favorable for a contemporary or
industrial look. To bring a little warmth to this type of blind, cloth tapes can be
added in a variety of colors and fabric.

Aluminum Blinds in Green/Blue Faux Wood Vertical  Blinds

White aluminum blinds combined
with a shirred tier valance in a blue
and white striped material.

Cloth Tape down the sides of these blinds
keeps the slats from twisting and allows a
minimal amount of light to come through.
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These blinds allow in minimal light. When raising or lowering, you must pull on
them carefully. They are actually pretty durable, but do tend to crease more than
other types of blinds.

PVC Faux Wood Blinds

If you really want the expensive look of wood blinds, but are on a limited budget,
there is another choice. There are actually faux wood blinds, which are
considered composite. This means that they are a blend of PVC and wood pulp.
They both look great, are inexpensive, and durable.

Faux blinds can be opened the same as regular wood blinds and provide privacy
and light control. The nice thing about this type of blind is that they do not warp
or crack as the wood blinds do. Faux blinds are also highly recommended for
geographical areas consisting of high humidity.

A few of the downfalls are that your color
choice is limited. In addition, these blinds
are between 60% -100% heavier than
regular wood blinds. Finally, they require
more ladders or strings as a means of
supporting the slats due to the heavy
material.

Remember to ask for help mounting these
blinds, as they are difficult to lift due to
the weight.

Aluminum Blinds

PVC blinds
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Vertical Blinds

This type of blind is extremely easy to care for and excellent for light control. You
can find this blind in a variety of fabrics, colors (more than 400 different
varieties), and patterns. They are made from many different materials such as
aluminum, wood, vinyl, and fabric. These are great for any room.

Vertical blinds look great on sliding patio doors or wide windows. They can be
designed as free-hanging vanes, and opened and closed using a wand or a pull
cord.

Vinyl Faux Wood Blinds

This type of blind is lighter than the
PVC Faux Blind because it is thinner.
But be aware that it will be much
heavier than hardwood blinds.

This type of blind only comes in curved
slats. These also provide better light
blockage than that of the PVC.
However, like the PVC, these are warp
free, difficult to lift, and will require
more ladders.

Vinyl Faux Wood blinds with pull
cord system

Vinyl Faux Wood blinds with pull
cord system
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Wood Blinds

This type of blind is ideal for controlling light and privacy. The great thing about
wood blinds is that they can be matched to the same wood as your furniture.

Wood blinds come in standard slat widths of 1 inch, 2 inches, 2 5/8 inches, and 3
inches. Although some people like the smaller sized slats, the 2-inch or 2 5/8
inch slats are the more traditional size and provide a natural look for your room.

Many people prefer wood blinds
for their rich appearance and
durability. Some of the other
reasons this type of blind is
popular are:

• Easy to coordinate with styles

• Simple to operate

• Easy to maintain

Generally, your better quality
blinds are crafted from hardwood
such as poplar, aspen, or
basswood. Blinds that are less
expensive and are often made
from ramin wood. When talking
with home decorators, most will
agree that basswood is the best
choice.

When purchasing wood blinds, it is worth spending a little more money to ensure
you get a good quality wood. Check with the manufacturer regarding a warranty,
which covers problems such as warping or cracking.

To provide your blinds with a nice finished look, you can have cloth tapes added
in coordinating prints. In addition, blinds can be made “cordless”, which gives the
window a nice finished look and provides the safest solution for small children.

There are several finishes you can have designed for your wood blinds. Options
include a painted finish using a lacquer or water-based paint, stained finish, and
sandblasted finish, which give the wood grain a unique appearance.

Hanging vertical blinds is not difficult. You will need to find the width by
measuring the opening across the top of the window where the head rail will be
installed.

Natural Wood blinds with built in cornice.
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This will be inside the window frame on the left to the inside of the window on the
right. Now round that number down to the nearest 1/8 inch.

To calculate the length needed for the blind, measure from the inside top of the
window casing, starting in the center, and going down to the bottom of the
window. Write this number down. Again, round the measurement down to the
nearest 1/8-inch.

11.2 Shades

Shades come in all kinds of styles and are often used to block out light. They are
made from all types of fabric, texture, and can even be custom-made to
coordinate with your furniture. There are many styles of shades and we have
included a few below:

Cellular Shades

This type of shade is nice and
compact when pulled in the up
position to provide an open view
from your window. When in the
down position, the cellular shade
is great for reducing heat loss in
the winter months and keeping
cool in the summer. This is a
great efficiency window treatment.

The cellular shade comes in
many different colors and fabrics
and is very versatile for various
window shapes. Some unique
options for this type of shade include:

Ultra Glide - Designed by Hunter Douglas - This system helps to maintain the
cord level at a consistent length.

Top Down Bottom Up – Permits you to raise your blind from the bottom. Usually
includes two sets of controls and additional cording.

Continuous Cord Loop – Maintains cord length no matter what the position of the
shade.

Battery Operated Remote – Yes, you can lie in bed and open or close your
blinds. In addition, you can add sensors or timers on your shades to open and
close at set times.

Maroon cellular shade – notice the cord
system.
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Cordless Lift – Eliminates dangling cords.

There are also special energy efficiency options for the cellular shade. The single
cell provides sound control as well as efficiency for light and privacy.

The double cell is the next step up, and the triple cell is the highest quality with
these same features.

Cloud and Balloon Shades

Although these types of shades look a
lot alike when in the up position, when
pulled down, they have a totally different
appearance.

The cloud shade is designed with a
gathered heading much like drapery,
and usually with a ruffled bottom. The
balloon shade is more flat, with inverted
pleats and the bottom is usually
gathered.

The best choice for either one of these
shades are soft, light fabrics. These
types of shades have a more delicate,
or feminine appearance so you would
choose them for the appropriate room
with the appropriate fabrics.

Pleated Shades

This type shade was the predecessor to
the cellular shades, so there is some
similarity between fabric used and
overall features.

These shades are very durable and
easy to clean. They are great for
providing light control and privacy. When
in the up position, they provide a great
view out your window. The great thing
about pleated shades is that they can fit
any specialty window including skylights,
circles, and arches.

This striped cloth Cloud shade shares the
 same color values as the palm tree outside.

Pleated
Tan

Shade –
This

would be
a great in
a Casual
setting.
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Tip - For windows that measure wider than 60 inches, panels will have to be
overlapped.

Roman Shades

This style of shade has been around for a long time and provides a nice soft
look. These shades are easy to mount and look wonderful with a window topper.
There are two different styles – flat or soft-fold.

Flat is just that, flat. When the flat shade is pulled down, it is a solid piece of
material.

The soft-fold shade has “looping” folds that are shown when the shade is pulled
down. Roman shades are also made with a sleek design of contrasting tapes or
trims for a distinctive look.

Roller Shades

Roller Shades are very common and often consist of fabric or other material
rolled on a spring-loaded reel. Another version of a roller shade is the string pull
shade, where, as you pull the string, the shade rolls up.  These types of shades
can be designed with patterns to coordinate with your décor or left solid.

Flat Roman Shade is a
neutral tan and would go

with any décor’

Solf-fold Roman shade.
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These shades will give your room a nice, clean look. They are often used in
executive or contemporary type settings since they have a nice architectural look
and feel.

TIP - This type of shade can be mounted inside the window frame or over the
molding.

Sheer Vertical Shades

This is a more formal, elegant look. This look is popular because the Vertical
Shade fits into virtually every room. Although this shade still offers privacy and
defuses light, it is similar to a cellular shade and is designed with a sheer fabric
for easy viewing. This type of shade is ideal for tall windows or sliding patio
doors.

Woven Shades

The woven woods and grass cloth
shades are designed with a
distinctive look and feel. They are
just as practical as the cellular
shade but offer several different
textures and colors.

The woven shade virtually fits into
any room style. Not matter what the
room is used for there is a woven
shade that will enhance the window.

These have several fabric selections
to include room darkening opaque
fabric to very sheer fabric. They are
easy to operate and a great overall choice.

11.2.1 Measuring Shades

Okay, now that we have identified some of the options for shades, how is
measuring done?

First, you will need to determine the width. To the nearest 1/8-inch, measure
between the outermost points of where the blinds will be placed and jot down the
information. If you are looking for optimal light control, extend this measurement
to 3/4 of an inch beyond that of the window opening.
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Next, determine the length by measuring the exact distance from where the top
of the shade will be located.  If the window does not have a sill, or if you prefer
the shade to overlap the window frame, simply measure to the point that the
blind will reach.

TIP - Blinds, shutters and shades should have a cleat installed to wrap cords
when not in use. This will ensure safety as well as contribute to the aesthetic
value.

11.3 Shutters

Shutters are louvered or slated window covers. The term shutter, used
throughout time to define panels of wood (or other material) that are fastened to
the outside of a window and used to secure homes from attack, has evolved to
become a functional yet decorative window accent.

Shutters are generally made from wood and may be kept natural, painted, or
stained. They meet all the window treatment requirements.

The ability to fulfill those requirements (light
control, insulation, privacy, space adjustment,
visual comfort, and mounting versatility) makes
shutters a flexible foundation for most any room
function or décor style.  Shutters are now being
created in polymer and resin and can even be
customized with fabric or frosted and lead glass
inserts.

Like the café curtain, shutters have become a
popular choice for kitchens and bathrooms.
Whether painted or left natural, shutters provide
a warm, homey feeling often associated with
kitchen nooks and dining ambiance.

Shutters are a great option – change the look
by adding a topper matching your décor or even
a wallpaper or stencil window border.  Shutters
are a perfect foundation because they can be
dressed up with so many different
embellishments. Use your imagination.

A border has been added to the wall
above in order to complement the
shutters that are being used for
privacy in the country kitchen.
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Plantation Shutters

Plantation shutters are easy to maintain and
make for a beautiful window treatment.
Shutters make a perfect choice to project a
Contemporary look when used in a white
finish, or a Rustic look when used in a natural
wood finish. This type of shutter has a classic
look and comes in a variety of materials that
include wood, vinyl, and poly-wood. The
louvers range from 2 inch to 5 inches in size
and are functional, thus allowing you to
control the amount of light to enter into the
room.

Louvered Screen Wood Shutters

These continue to be a favorite for many businesses, and work well for a
Contemporary or Rustic look. This type of window treatment is easy to operate
and comes in wide blades like the “plantation” shutter and other variations with
narrow bi-fold blades.

In this room, the family opted to use standing shutters to close off the windows for privacy when
needed.The window tops are left open to allow the natural light in at all times. Adding the small
table and chairs behind the shutters establishes additional space when the shutters are closed.
Try this in a dorm room or studio; it will make the impossible possible.
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Try wood shutters for an office or men’s bedroom. Be creative in your application
of shutters. Use all the options available - poly-wood shutters in a soft color to
add a feminine touch, or in oak for a masculine accent. Shutters can work in a
game room, are great for a bathroom, and present a classic traditional look in a
kitchen. Add a set of Café Curtains with a fruit print to a set of beige Louvered
shutters and you have created an American Country décor.

The really great thing about shutters and blinds is that they can be combined with
soft window treatments to create an interesting, multi-layered look.  Take these
examples:

Having covered the basics in hard window treatments, there are still a few more
options that should be considered before you embark on your journey to
transforming your house into a home using window treatments.

Valance combined with a natural
Roll Shade

Layered cornice combined with
aluminum blinds.
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11.4 Stained or Custom Glass

Although stained glass and beveled glass will not be expanded on in this e-book,
this is yet another option for treating your window. When appropriately framed,
stained glass can add a beautiful appearance and works well with windows
receiving a lot of light.

Not only is a glass treatment pure joy from an artistic point of view, but it also
presents additional possibilities for some people as well. Glass panels are
perfect for behind garden tubs in the bathroom, or on patios for privacy.

While previously
used to primarily
enhance windows
and doors,
contemporary home
designers are using
stained glass to
enhance and create
entire spaces in
homes.

 Beveled Glass Doors

Block Glass Window
Panel

Try glass blocks instead of a room screen or etched glass to create a view. This
option is definitely a unique way to set your windows apart from the average,
while still providing privacy.

 Stained glass window

Glass blocks are used in a window that separates rooms.
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11.5 Matching Hard Window Treatments to Your Decorating
Style!

Traditional – Go with fabric textured horizontal blinds or balloon, pleated or
fabric roll shades.

Traditional Romantic – Any type of abundant shade or shutters painted in the
standard romance colors, and cornices covered in layers of fabric and lace, will
enhance your presentation of traditional romance.

European Country – Try antique fabric covered cornices or choose plantain
shutters with an appropriate country stencil. A cornice covered with padding and
an intricate bold floral print can also manifest a European flair.

Casual Romantic – On larger, taller windows use shutters in romantic colors.
For shorter windows try white floor length drapes.

American Country – Try shutters, plain or painted in earth tones or the bright
bold colors of country.

Rustic – These hard treatments include wood shutters, blinds or stenciled or
fabric covered cornices. Natural roll shades will lend the outdoor air to the inside.

Spiritual – Stained or frosted glass will add a calming effect or consider double
swags on wider and double windows. Another option to create a peaceful
atmosphere is bamboo shades. Bamboo helps to ground and stabilize the
energy in a room.

Formal/Casual Contemporary – Try a white louvered screen or plantation
shutters. A fabric textured horizontal or vertical blind set would look nice as well.

Eclectic – Bright cheery colored roll, roman, pleated shade or vertical blinds can
add to a room that is eclectic.

Again, hard treatments are a viable, inexpensive, flexible option that should not
be overlooked.
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Throughout the previous chapters, I have presented the attributes and
considerations of many different window treatments. Now, for those looking to
save money, I will provide step-by-step instructions for five do-it-yourself “no sew”
window treatment projects. These projects are fun and easy and can be done
without special equipment or experience. So enjoy yourself as you create custom
window treatments that are sure to enhance the beauty of your windows and
your home.

12.1 Faux Japanese Screens

Making faux screens is a wonderfully fast and creative project for window
treatments. For this project all you need is tissue paper, liquid (or heavy spray)
starch, and a stencil if you choose a design versus a pattern. This treatment is a
perfect inexpensive way to create privacy and space whenever there is a window
that separates another room or for sliding patio doors.

Materials Required

I suggest 2 Packages
of Tissue Paper (color
of choice) to start. Make
sure the paper does
not have a wax texture
on either side.

1 Gallon of liquid starch
or 2 spray cans of a heavy
Starch such as Faulty
Heavy Starch

1 wide soft paint brush

Razor Blade

Scissors

Stencil (Optional)
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Step 1 Think about the design that you want for the window. Remember to have
fun with this. Map your design out by cutting the paper if needed, and doing a
mockup of placement on the window. Use stencils as outlines if desired.

Tip - Use small pieces of tape to hold the paper in place while designing.

Step 2 Place piece of tissue paper onto area that has been painted with starch.
For my design I want to ensure I get the paper right up to the edge of the sliding
door. Place the top edge of the tissue paper carefully, ensuring that the bottom
portion of the paper does not touch the window until you have it positioned. This
is like laying wall paper, so remember that you want to use a smooth, even
motion when placing the paper and then when brushing over the paper to smooth
it out further.

Step 3 Smooth out tissue paper carefully using the brush, starting from the
center of the tissue paper and going in a outward direction.  Be careful, you want
a gentle easy stroke to brush the paper with.  The moisture of the starch
increases the probability you will tear the paper so work carefully.  Do not worry
about the small creases in the paper, they add character to your panels.

The idea is
to paint the

starch in
the size of
the paper

that will be
placed.

Once you
spray it on,
brushing
out the

starch will
activate an
adhesive
property.

Use the brush to
smooth out the

paper after
placing. Do not
worry about the
little lines that

appear. These are
normal and give

the panels a great
look when dry.

Step 2 Paint liquid starches onto window starting at the top. Do a small section
first to start. If you are using spray starch – spay the section then use the paint
brush to brush out the extra starch.
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Step 4 – Again spray a section of the window and then brush out the starch on
the area to be covered. Overlap the tissue paper slightly with the first piece and
using the brush smooth the piece in place. Repeat until base panels are in place.

Tip – Measure window width before starting and decide if your panel will start
from the middle or the outside. This will help you decide the pattern.

Step 5 – Take design pieces and position them on the window using starch lightly
to have them adhere and then taking bush and smoothing each piece out gently.
Carefully overlap pieces if your design requires it.

Step 6 – Let dry. You need to allow the paper to dry
thoroughly before attempting to “neaten” up.

Step 7 - Trim edges of excess paper using the razor
blade where needed.

Here the green and blue geometric design
placed over the panels echoes the colors
and lines in the couch and table.  Privacy

and light all in one. The best part is that by
pealing the upper layer of tissue, there are

still the base white panels that another design
may be placed on. Alternately, adding more
color or tissue designs would enhance the

look. This would be a fun project to
do with your kids.
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12.2 Stenciled Cornice

This is an easy project for a wood or other flat surface cornice. Gather the
material, pick out your stencil and go!

Materials required

Stencil

Acrylic paint

Sponges

Stencil brushes

Masking tape

Water and clean rag

Stencil Cornice Instructions

Step 1 Optional - Remove the cornice from the wall brackets – remember though
that it is easier to paint on a flat surface.

Step 2 Prepare the surface as directed on the paint containers.  Usually this is
simple enough and you clean the cornice with a rag and soapy water solution.

Step 3 Next, tape your stencil into place using the masking tape, as shown
below.

Step 4 Add paint to the appropriate section of the stencil with either your sponge
or brushes.  Make sure the application is light, otherwise the paint may bleed
under the stencil.  I suggest that you practice on paper before applying the
stencil design to the cornice.

Use masking tape to hold stencil
in place as you move it down the

cornice.

Total for all
supplies
was less

than
$20.00.
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Step 5 When the first design is complete and dry (see step 5a), move stencil to
the right or to the next location and repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 repeatedly, across
the face of the cornice.

Step 5a Once the first design has been applied, check for dryness.  When
thoroughly dry, start the next portion of the design and repeat the paint step until
all facets of your design have been completed.

TIP – Be sure to buy two of the same stencils as the edges will wear and create
smudges.

TIP - Another quick and easy possibility for covering cornices is to use wallpaper
boarder strips. These strips may be installed onto the cornice with wallpaper
adhesive. Once the cornice is dismantled, this option will be a quick and cool
breeze.

TIP – Stencil borders are perfect for bare windows or to accentuate a fabric or
hard treatment. Use some thread and tape to make straight horizontal or vertical
lines to use as reference when placing your stencils. This simple trick will keep
your designs true.

.
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Applying a stencil to this corner helps to promote a casual American
Country Style in the living room.

Fast and convenient, no sew swags can be made out of sheets, table cloths,
table runners and any other long piece of material.  Sheets can be hung on café
rods or any straight drapery rod to use as curtain panels.

Use cotton, satin or silk sheets with tiebacks of ribbon, braided cord or even
elastic bands and you have created an inexpensive designer look for any room in
your home.  Use that same sheet, drape it over and around whatever rod is
hung, leaving enough material on either side to hang down evenly.  You will
create a balanced look and a wonderful formal atmosphere.

12.3.1 Swag Instructions

Materials required

Material of your choice – ensure you have extra material so you
can form the look you want. – Measure Window length.

Table runner or material long enough in length to equal a bed
sheet

Rubber bands, ribbon, or other material to bunch and gather the
material to create the texture and depth to your accent piece as you
desire. Cord, twist ties, and paper clips all work.

12.3 No Sew Swags and Panels
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Step 1 Install the curtain rod of your choice.  One with decorator ends will aid in
establishing the décor style you are trying to create.  Please refer to the section
titled Helpful Hardware for information on hanging rods.

Folding the material may be a bit tricky – Using a fan method to fold will allow you to form the
material easier after being hung.

Step 2 Fold the material of your choice in several layers lengthwise and put a
rubber band in the folded material in the middle of the width and on either end.
This will make it easier for you to hang the material and then form the “drape”.

Step 3 Attach the material to the rod at the spot of the rubber band and attach to
the middle of the rod with another rubber band.

Using a tie to gather and
hold material while

forming the cascades
and jabots is a neat trick.

Here, a twist tie is used to gather
the material each end of the material,
and in the middle after being
folded. This makes it easier to
handle the material.
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Step 4 Next take the end of the right side
of the material and lift it loosely up and over
the top of the rod, leaving the material in
front of the rod to create a half arc.  The length
of the material on the right will now drape down
behind the pole to the floor or desired length.

Step 5 The next step is to wrap the left side in the same manner.  You may use
bands or ribbons to attach the curtains at either end of the curtain rod.

Step 6 Lastly, to get the swag, remove the center bands and fluff to a full arc that
cascades.  Make adjustments as required.

Removing the ties
once attached to the

rod, leaves the
material free to hang

in folds.
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12.3.2 No Sew Panels

For the quickest, easiest no sew panel on earth, use bed sheets. The idea here
is to use cotton or silk sheet material.  The top hem on most sheets is perfect
for standard curtain rods, including tension and café rods.

These are the ultimate in convenience and low cost. Purchase the sheets on sale
and you spend less than $20.00 per window.

Materials

2 bed flat sheets with top border (twin or appropriate size for your
window).  I suggest that the material be other than polyester. A nice silk or
flannel material will hang nicely.

Curtain Rod of Choice

Panel Instructions

All you have to do is
choose the color or pattern,
buy the sheet, open the
package and install onto
the curtain rod.  You do this
by opening either side of
the top border and sliding
the rod through. The only
thing you may have to do
is open the side seams of
the sheets.  Add a lace
tablecloth as a cascade
valance – and voila!

Above, Gingham sheets are used with a lace table
cloth as a swag.

Panels made from sheets
are easy to make and yet,
have a fully professional

finish.
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12.4  No Sew Lace Café’s

This is a great way to spruce up a kitchen or bathroom.  Using this curtain
design, you can create a room that emanates romantic excitement, good old
rustic charm, or even French country elegance.

Materials Required

Lace table runner, tablecloth or handkerchiefs

Round curtain rod or cord/ribbon and hooks

Step.1 Using a table runner, weave the curtain rod through the lace along one of
the longest sides of the runner.

Step 2 - Once runner has been hung on the rod, hang it on the brackets.

Above a table runner is
used as a valance.

Weave the rod through the lace on the
edge of the runner.
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12.5 No Sew Dish Towel Curtains

This project is low cost – each window will cost about $9.00 , complete with rods,
rod fixture and curtains.  Easy, attractive, functional, and stylish, this project can
be done in a jiff.

Materials required

2-4 dishtowels per window

Fusible iron on tape, such as the Stitch Witchery brand.

Measuring Tape

Curtain rod – spring loaded, café rod or cord and nails.

Step 1 Measure your window

Step 2 –Calculate the # of dish towels you will need for each window.

Step 3 – Decide length of curtain – to bottom of window or shorter to
accommodate plants on the sill.

Step 4 - Choose your design. Stick with plaids and gingham designs in the tightly
woven poly cotton for the American Country look.  Preprinted patterns such as
ducks, bears, cabins and geese in terry towel are for a more Rustic look.  To
achieve a more European flair, try a variation of this project by using linen
napkins or placemats in place of the dish towel.

Step 5 For full window length curtains only; skip this step if a shorter version of
the curtain is needed.

Place one of two towels width wise, face
down on table, and cut 2 pieces of fusing
tape the width (not length) of the dishtowel.

Place the tape across the top edge of the
width of towel #1.
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Take towel #2 and place the top edge of the width of that towel on top of the tape
on towel #1. I ron as directed by the tape instructions you purchased.

Warning!! Make sure you purchase non-flammable tape such as Stitch
Witchery.  This will fuse the two dish towels together, extending the length
of the towel as a curtain panel.

Repeat step 5 with another two dish towels for the 2nd panel of your window
treatment.

Step 6 – At the top of each dish towel panel, fold over
2 to 2 ½” of material and press down with iron. Cut 2
more pieces of fusing tape the width of the dish towel.

Step 7 - Put the fusing tape along the underneath of
the folds you just made on the two dish towel panels.
Iron each panel again to set the fuse for the hem.
This makes the pocket at the top of the curtain for the
curtain rod to slide through, allowing the curtain to be
hung.

Step 8 – Hang the curtains on a spring-loaded rod, and install on the inside on
the window sash.
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12.6  No Sew Tips and Cautions

Curtain clips are the simplest way to hang curtains.  Clips are available at most
fabric stores and are best described as clips on rings.  Apply the clips to the top
of the curtain and hang curtain on a pole or track.  Allow 4” at the top and bottom
of panels for 2” hems.

Eyelets are very contemporary and kits are available in most hardware or craft/
fabric stores. First you add 4” to the top and bottom of your window
measurements for the hems.  Then, use hemming tape to hem top and bottom.
The eyelets are then punched into the top of the curtain, spaced every 2” or so.
A wire is then strung through the eyelets and fastened to wall mounted
eyehooks.

Hemming tape and velcro are available at any fabric or craft store and can be
used for hemming a rod pocket or shortening the length of fabric.

Joining fabrics is simple, use hemming tape and in seconds you are finished.
Lay piece #1 face up.  Lay pc #2 face down over pc #1.  Fold the top edge of pc.
#2 down so the right side of pc #2 is exposed at the top approx. 2”.  Run a piece
of hemming tape along the exposed edge check for straightness.  Apply tape per
directions usually with warm iron.

Light control can be used to your advantage.  To soften or filter light, try a lace,
gauze or sheer material curtain. To dampen or shut out light, it is best to use
heavier drapes or dark shades.

Patterns and prints each have an appropriate place.  Floral prints may be used
to add fullness, and are perfect for gathered or swag designs, but don’t work
when the fabric lies flat or as a roman shade.  Mini prints may be used for any
type of treatment.  Stripes work well with contemporary designs and are used for
swags only to create an optical illusion of space.  Geometric designs are perfect
for a contemporary look or for a masculine motif.

Tab top curtains are more casual curtains while French triple pleat curtains are
formal or traditional.  Case headings are for stationary curtains and pencil pleats
are for less formal or dressy décor.
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13.0 Appendi13.0 Appendi13.0 Appendi13.0 Appendi13.0 Appendicescescescesces

13.1 Appendix A – Questions to Consider Before Buying Window
Treatments

• Do you need privacy? How much privacy?

• Are the windows old and drafty? What exposure does the window have?

• Is the exposure to the north, south, east or west?

• Do you need to control the light?

• Do you open the windows often?

• Is there a view to maintain? Is there a window in a room without a view?

• Do you need to create several spaces in a large room with many
windows?

• Are there combinations of windows and doors in the same room that will
reflect one space or style?

• Do you have children or pets to consider?

• Are all the windows in your house the same size and style?

• Are the windows in proportion with the room and furniture?

• Will the window treatment be used to alter the room or windows
appearance?

• If so, will that alteration be to emphasize the window or make it a
backdrop for the room?

• What colors, patterns or textures are in the room now?

• Will they need to be changed?

• Do you know what decorating style you would like? ‘
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13.2 Appendix B – Glossary of Common Fabrics

Acrylic Made from synthetic fabric and commonly blended with wool.

Batiste Very fine, soft, usually sheer cottons.

Botany Fine wool made from worsted wool yarn.

Broad Cloth Broadcloth is an all-woolen or worsted fabric with a velvety feel.

Brocade Rich Jacquard-woven fabric with interwoven design of raised
figures or leaves.

Calico Plain-woven cotton usually printed with tiny floral designs.

Canton Crepe Soft crepe woven fabric with small crosswise ribs that are
viewable

Canvas Heavyweight cotton used for items that require strength.

Challis Lightweight soft wool in plain weave has a printed or woven design
or flowers.

Cheviot Soft, fine wool.

Chiffon Transparent soft and light silk. Can also be woven of cotton or
fabricated fibers.

China silk Plain weave silk of various weights.

Chino Cotton twill that has been pre-shrunk and mercerized.

Corduroy Soft-twilled fabrics with loose texture and slightly napped surface.

Crepe Textured silk- sometimes pebbled or crinkled.

Crêpe de Chine Smooth, plain-surfaced with silk crepe look and feel.

Damask Jacquard weave, is a reversible rich weave, patterned in satin or
plain weave.

Denim Very strong, and similar to Chambray.

Dimity Sheer, thin, white or printed fabric with lengthwise cords, stripes, or
checks.

Duck Strong, durable cotton.
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Felt Fabric is a compact sheet of entangled fur, sometimes cotton
fibers.

Flannel Soft, lightweight fabric with a nap on one or both sides.

Gabardine Tightly woven fabric with a twill surface weave and fine diagonal rib
effect.

Gauze Sheer, lightly woven fabric similar to cheesecloth, which is also
manufactured in silk.

Georgette Sheer crepe silk, heavier than chiffon and with a crinkle surface.

Gingham Lightweight, washable, stout fabric that is woven in checks, plaids
or stripes.

Hemp Similar to linen in both hand and appearance.

Hopsacking Coarse fabric with a loose basket weave.

Madras Originally from India. Real madras is hand-loomed and dyed with
vegetable dyes.

Matelasse Raised woven designs, usually jacquard, with the appearance of
puckered or quilted.

Melton Short napped fabric without a finish press or gloss.

Muslin Sheer to coarse plain-woven cotton fabric. Muslin comes in
“natural” color or is dyed.

Nylon Stronger yet weighs less than any other commonly used fiber.

Oatmeal Cloth Durable, soft wool with a pebbled face.

Organdy Thin transparent cotton with a crisp finish.

Organza Similar to cotton organdy except it is made with silk and is
transparent.

Percale Finely woven cotton, often used for sheets.

Piqué Cotton that has been woven with a raised cord or weld effect.

Polished Cotton Satin weave cotton or plain weave cotton that is finished
chemically to appear shiny.

Polyester Strong fiber, which keeps it shape.
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Poplin Tightly woven, durable cotton made with a plain weave.

Rayon Strong, extremely absorbent, and comes in a variety of qualities
and weights.

Ramie Similar to linen.

Sailcloth Strong, heavy canvas or duck made in plain weave.

Sateen Satin weave cotton fabric.

Seersucker A crinkle, lightweight cotton fabric.

Shetland A soft, light, tweed-like, nappy fabric.

Silk Broadcloth Plain weave silk in various weights and crisper than china
silk.

Swiss Sheer, fine cotton that can be plain or decorated with dots or other
designs.

Terry Cloth Looped pile fabric that is either woven or knitted.

Tweed Rough, wiry wool with hairy, nappy surface, which allows bright
yarns to mingle shades.

Velvet Although made from silk, is most often produced from the rayon
fiber.

Velveteen All-cotton pile fabric with short pile resembling velvet.

Venise Extra fine damask table linen consisting of large floral patterns.

Voile Crisp, sheer, lightweight cotton.
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13.3  Appendix C -- Room Planning Charts

Room_________________________________

Size__________________________________

Color_________________________________

Purpose_______________________________

Time Spent_____________________________

Target Atmosphere_______________________
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13.4  Appendix D - Window Planning Chart

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

ROOM WINDOW    LENGTH     WIDTH

Notes:
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Now, It’s Your Turn…☺☺☺☺☺

Hi -

Michael here.

I sincerely hope that Window Treatments Made Simple has met your needs…

I’ve dedicated my company, ImagineQuest Information Products Inc., to creating
high-quality e-products that will make it easier than ever for you to put lifestyle
enhancing ideas into action.

But we’re always looking to improve. We want the next edition of Window
Treatments Made Simple to be even better! That’s why I’d love to hear from you.

Were there any areas of this book that you feel exceeded your expectations?
Were there any that fell short? Go ahead, we really do love hearing the good, the
bad, and the ugly. So…

Just click on this link to share your thoughts mjh@home-decorating-made-
easy.com....

You’ll be doing us and future readers a great service!

Thanks  ☺☺☺☺☺
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